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Depending upon such a patched-u- p machine as the PEOPLE'S TICKET to get them
through, it is quite certain that they will never reach the legislative halls at Santa Fe
not this winter.
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EFFECTUALLY
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Kansas City, Oct. 27. A fire In
Kas., across the line frau
United States Trust company of this here, early this morning, destroyed a
city, shot and killed victoria j. iacx-ko- negro boarding house. Three MoxI- a beautiful young woman, In the can laborers were burned to deatfc.
Hotel Orlffeou. late last night, and
then committed suicide. Hampton ANOTHER HOTEL FIRE
ENDANGERS MANY LIVES.
was Infatuated with the woman and
Columbus, O., Oct. 27. Eleven perthey had been together many times
during the past month. The deed has sons were rescued early today from
tha jitinenrnnrn nf a nact to dia to a fire in the upper rooms of the Patna.
gether. Hampton was about 60 years hotel. The fire caught from defective
of age ana leaves a wife and two chil- wiring and cut off escape by the stairdren. Miss Taczkow was 29 years of ways. The ' firemen placed ladders
men, woage and lived with her futher and in- and carried
valid mother. The United States men and children down In their night
nf which HaniDtOU clothes. Four persons were seriously ,
Tnmt
vs. naalstnnt nerrot&rv. in one nf the injured.
largest and strongest trust companies
WIND BLOWS DOWN WALL
In JNew York.
AND KILLS TWO PEOPLE
Hiahlw ResDected Employe.
St. Louis, Oct. 27. Two persons
In nfttxlnf nf tha llnltorl States
by the blowTrust company said today that Hamp were seriously Injured
buildings at Third
ton s duties were secretariat oniy auu ing down of two early
this morning,
Carr streeU
that he had nothlnz to do with the and
fnnmnnv'a flnnnnpii. It la hellevod. as a result of a Revere wind storm
struck the city, from the souththe official said, that bis books were that
correctly kept. Hampton had been west. The storm came without warn
employed by the trust company for ing and a number of people fled'to.the
a cyclone. An incomthirty-fiv- e
years and was a protege ot streets, fearing
y
frame in EaBt St.
former President John A. Stewart. pleted was
also blown down hut no
He was regarded by the officials as an Louis
buildings
injured by the
were
able and efficient man with good other
blow.
habits.
FRENCH 8TEAMER DESTROYED
BANDITS ATTACK TREASURE
ON POINT OF ROCKft
WAGON IN BROAD DAYLIGHT
Mahon,
Island of Minorca, Oct.
Port
at27.
A bold
St. Petersburg, Oct.
27. The French . Bjeamejr Isaac Pe-reIn
tempt was made about noon today
went on the rocks north of the
the center Of the city To rob a wagon Island of Minorca in a dense fog to- which was conveying rash' from the rt n v iiic iiHMKPiifi H an i
w
una v
customs dtjnartment to the state bering " seventy-twpersons, were
treasury. Two bombs were thrown In saved with difficulty. The steamer
quick succession at the vehicle as it a complete wreck, ;
was passing a corner nanr the Ekat
orinsk canal, close to a' biajacii ol
CHAMMORE BODIES Fh-- M
treasury.
Gendarmes and the cor
BER OF COMMERCE FIRC
tege of the wagon, although wounded
Kansas City, Oct. 27. Four addiby the explosion, fired a volley at the
robbers. One of the latter was killed, tional bodies were removed this
and a third captured. Many brstand morning from the ruins of the Chamerg sustained slight Injuries from the ber of Commerce building in Kansas
City, Kas., making a total known dead
explosion.
to date of twelve. Four persona ara
Secure Nearly $200,000.
still missing. The bodies removed
Later Information shows that the today
have been identified as Mrs.
highwaymen got away with $193,000.
Mary Brigman and her two children,
There were a number of men engaged aged
the husband and
In the hold-up- ,
and after exchanging father,15 and 12, and
Robert Brigman, a stoneshots with the gendarmes they rush- mason.
ed the wagon, secured their booty and
made good their escape, but left five ENRIQUE C. CREEL MAY
of their number In the hands of the
BE IN DIAZ CABINET
police.
New York, Oct. 27. Don Jose T.
Limantour, Mexican
minister of
SECRETARY ELIHU ROOT
finance in President Diaz's cabinet,
ADDRESSES REPUBLICANS who has been abroad since sprinjr,
New York, Oct. 27. Secretary of has arrived here. ,
Friends in this
State Elihu Root addressed a big city of Enrique C. Creel
that,
mass meeting of republicans In Grand because of his numerous believe
in
Central Palace, Lexington avenue and Mexico, he will be more interests
inclined to
Forty-Thir- d
street this afternoon. accept the position of minister
ot
General Horace Porter presided at Formento In Presidont Diaz's cabinet
the meeting which was also addressed than that of ambassador to the Uniby
Frank S. Black.
ted States.
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Seven or Eight Years Will. Be Report of Defensive Alliance State Attorney General Will
Necessary to Evaporate
Made Between Great Britain.
Assume Office If Langdon
Sea, to Old Level.
Italy and France.
Is Put Out.
SOUTHERN PACIFIC IS
IS FIRST MADE PUBLIC
KANSAS SUES SEVERAL
SAVED FROM NEW LINE
AND THEN CONTRADICTED
RAILROAD LINES THERE
Impetial, Calif., Oct. 27. The famous Salton Sea creation of the run-

Caracas, Oct. 25. Via Wtllemstad,
Curacoa. The storm which did so
n uch damage to the island of Curacoa
and vicinity about the middle of October struck Puerto Cabello, Venezue.
Ia, and going south destroyed every
house in its path. Including all buildings In the village of Trlncheras. During the progress of the storm It rained
htavlly twenty-sihours without intermission.

San Francisco, 'Oct. 27. District
Attorney Langdon and his assistants
remain today in possession of the or
flee of district atiorney, and probably
no repetition of yesterday's exciting
proceedings will occur until Monday,
when the grand jury Is to meet lor
the purpose of selecting a foreman
and entering on its duties. Ruet still
continues to lay claim to the office by
virtue of appointment of Acting May
or Gallagher, but It is not believed
that he will attempt anything before

away Colorado river must soon cease
to be. The work rif turning the river
back into the old channel has progressed so that the New river, which has
fed the eea from the overflow, is falling rapidly and will entirely cease to
discharge waterlnto the sea within
two or three days. Regaining control
of the Colorado came just In time to
save the Southern Pacific from tke
necessity
of building a high line
President Castro Well Again.
across the Colorado desert. Evapora- New York, Oct. 27. Information
tlon of water on the desert Is about bag been made public here by Charles
three feet a year, and it is estimated j B. Flguredo, Venzuelan consul general
it will take seven or eight years for to New York, that President Castro,
the Salton Sea to wholly disapepar.
who was reported dangerously ill, Is
again attending his duties, having en-- r
tiiely recovered.
THE JAP,
,
VERY IMPORTANT NEW8
IF ONLY IT WERE TRUE
E IT
x

Monday.

j

DECLARES HE ONLY GOT $35 OR
$40 FROM THE SAN ANTONIO MERCHANT.
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FALLING WALL HURTS TWO

CAPTURE BIG

New
York. Oct. 27. IjOuIs
aantutlinl IterrptArV it
Uiimntnti

I

..,

KILLS THREE

Rush Treasury Waaon and Get French Steamer Wrecked on tlwx
Island of Minorca But PasAway With Nearly $200,000
sengers and Crew Saved.
Captured.
Are
But Five

York. Oct. 27. Today Mr- member of the assembly from that
Theodore Roosevelt, president of the district, I was nominated to succeed
Tnlted States, celebrated his 1"?" j elected" to he legislature "n llSM a'nd
eighth birthday, and from all cor- - n8 actlvty tilere as
reformer and
e
ners of the country congratulations
man. Is well known. In
are being showered on him, for nom3i Mr Roosevelt having married,
matter what his political views are- m0Ved to 55 West Forty-fift- h
street, a
or what Bteps he nas taken in iue ai- modest New Brunswick brownstone
fairs of state, .all are ready to ad- - hrtiiHf whflra ho ltvnri nnlv nne veiir.
it that Roosevelt is a man of the Tnl8 wag ,he llme wnen the state re- people, a popular man, a model head publican convention sent the young
of a family, and a iype or cnivairous assemblyman to the republican nagentleman that the "coming genera- tional convention at Chicago which
tion would do well to copy. While nominated .Tames G. Blaine for the
not attempting to enter Into a biogra- presidency. Mr. Roosevelt went
phy or the "man of the moment." a
but In favor of the nominashort account of him at this juncture tion of Senator Edmunds. He did not
Mr. Roosevelt sulk In his tent, nor did he join the
would not be amiss.
3s born In an unpretentiuous house forces of George William Curtis and
28
Is numbered
which at present
his party, but declared it was better
East Twentieth street and in the very to stick to the party and the party
room in which he first saw light the nominee.
In
1884 Mr.
Roosevelt
Roosevelt Home Club, which 'was or- moved to 422 Madison avenue where
ganized a few years ago, holds Its he lived two years, during which time
meetings. The club Intends to pre- - he took an active part in municipal
- affairs and was nominated for mayor
e i ve me uuubb uu luumwuu n
national lanamaru, tnougn at present ot the clty on the republican ticket,
it is given over to business and a running against Abram S. Hewett
hldlous bow window has painfully al- and the famous Henry George. He
Theodore was absent from the city much durtered its appearance.
Roosevelt, the president's father, who ing these years on the Dakota ranch
is still remembered in New York as which he had purchased. In 1886 he
a man of affairs, a philantrophist and moved his city home a little further
a genial companion, lived most " of up to 689 Madison avenue where he
his time at Oyster Bay, but lie continued to live until 18a i.
His
kept a house In the city and bis face residence here, the longest he has yet
was a familiar one about town. In- been allowed to have, comprised a
deed, since the arrival in New
part of his city life when he was
of Chlarles Martenven Van writing a history and acting as civ.i
Roosevelt In 1650. the family has service and police commissioner. Mr.
been constantly and Intimately con- Roosevelt evidently considered thia
nected with the city's life. For the more permanently his home than any
most pan. they Uved tlia liven at .slai. other of the city houses he lias ocpie and frugal Dutch burghers,, reg- cupied.' The dining room which is
ularly attending the reformed Dutch still as he left it, was ntted up and
church, and actively engaged in trade. decorated according to his own noFrom time to time they made modest tions. In the spring of 1897 Mr. Rooseexcursions into politics. One of the velt was called to Washington by
president's direct ancestors associat- President McKinley to be assistant
ed himself with the Lclsbrlan, or pop- secretary of the navy and gave up his
ular party. In . Us struggle against New York home.
the tyranny of James II of England.
Up to the time of writing,
ca
1 his worthy burgher's occupation was
That T.f a Ulor1' a vncatlnn tin l!tli!'ctr of the president is well known.
Roswell. Cherokee
lint hanrt fnrti tn Ma. lllllRtrinila l?PS- - 1 ue Vlll.lgU Of
to find
cendants who never "bohed" at any- - f.ouv- - Ga" however, awakes
thing. The president's line remain' itself famous. Here the president's
spent her girlhood and while
ed purely Dutch till the sixth gener- mother
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt were touring
ation marrying into Dutch families In
the south recently, they visited
only. James Roosevelt the president's
great grandfather, gave his services Bulloch hall. To quote the words
without reward as commissary to the of the biographer "Roosevelt stopped
continental army during the entire here for a few hours on his present
inlciionrimiri
lHai soumein luur wuero ma luomer speui
war of tli
Roosevelt, a collateral ancestor, took ner R'nnooa, to see tne nouse in
her young days, to
a prominent part In the provincial wbich Blie llve'
congress which organized the state of Btand reverently in the room she
New York.
The family allied itself useil as a Kr an'l th room in which
ron-?lv
with the patriot cause. Fro- - sne was married, a parlor and a
folding doors
i.ablv the most famous of the eieh- - drawing room with
century Roosevelt's was Nich - !hich were thrown open to niako one
Has J., the Inventor, who was one of roo,u for ,he occasion." Fifty years
J,re" carina uunocn came una
he first to make steam navigation by
means of the vertical paddle wheel a went among the young men and
hap
Success. The president's grandfath- maidens of Roswell. a cure-freer, Cornelius Van Schaak Roosevelt, py, young girl with no thought of
as a successful merchant and glass time, place or personality. One day
'importer and laid the foundations of there came along one Theodore
the Roosevelt fortunes.
His . city Roosevelt, a citizen of New York,
home, since pulled down, stood on who gathered unto himself the Cherothe southwest corner of Broadway, kee rose. And today the president of
and Fourteenth street. It was a spa- the Vnited States speaks of the name
cious, nearly square, white marble of Bulloch. Bulloch Is an honored
and brick mansion. It was built In name in Georgia. Archibald Bullochthe Inte thirties and stood until the one of the presidents maternal anground became in.. i l..nl.i.. f..r resi- - cestors, was Georgia's first revolii-count- y
Bulloch
dential nurnoses
Her, it u.. thm tionary governor.
"Archie"
lie UCMUiereit r :ma parhnpcl Ttr f!im was named In his honor.
lly reunions,
and "Teddy," as a K""velt, one of the boys In the
youngster frequently played' In his wnite house, bears the name of that
grandfather's back van!
Theodore illustrious forbear. The former home
Koosevelt. senior, was in business of Martha Bulloch at Roswell is still
with his father and inherited a con- known as "Bulloch Hall" and Is the"
siderable property.
His city home, pride of the hamlet. After the war
It passed out of the Bulloch family
28 East Twentieth street, was in a lo
cation - respectable.
nut and was owned by a Mr. Wood who
much
"swell.Here he lived tin ixt.'I wh..., changed the name to Woodhurst. U
he moved into a bouse built for them! is now owlieJ and ocupled by J. 1.
by Mr. Roosevelt Sturges, 6 West winK, w,1o has restored
the old
street, far up town then namo- - Ifs great white columns sup-Th- e
,lortins the lli;n roofed veranda In
house next door, No. 4, was
1
cupied by his brother, James Alfred co,onial style give It an Imposing
The president's early life Pcarance. 'Mom" Grace was maid to
therefore was passed in East Tweu- - ,att'e Bulloch before her marriage.
Heth street, not far from his grand- - "Mom" is a real old darky in every
ftttherV Theodore was a delicate 8nse of 'he word. She still wears
boy arid was not sent to the nubile "er kerchief ou her head. She la 71
He was tutored at home years old and lives on a little farm
scnoois.
and for a while attended Cutler'a near Roswell given her by the presischool, in 1875 when the family was dent more grace talks about her
living on
never
tires
and
street he en- "little Missus"
tered Harvard and for several years of telling about when she was
was but rarely in this city. His vamarried. She describes Miss Mattie s
cations were spent in the country dress as a handsome white silk, made
and In travelling. His father died in princess fashion, with a long train
1875, but Mrs. Roosevelt continued and tells how small her feet looked in
to live on
h
street until the little slippers with their big silher death in ISM. It was here that ver buckles. She likes to tell also
me president lived as a young man how the grand old hall was illuniluajust out of college, and he entered the ieu un many lights, and of the How
arena of New York politics in 181 ,'l'san1 v'ns
used in the decorations
as candidate for the New York as and says ' I tell you Massa it vu.s a
grand
time
when Miss Maltie marfcnihly iu the twenty-fiftdistrict, a
lart of the town strongly republican. ried."
President
Some
years
ago
Roosevelt todav was the
Roosevelt's
growing reminiscent of his entrance recipient of many congratulations
a
family
was ili f..oi,,r.. U I .i,..
dinner
into polities ol. served "I have always
III.
day.
l'lieved. dnd do yet, that a man
should join a ijlit
organization'
r.d should ati.nd the primaries; that NEW ORLEANS IS CHAMPION
e should I.
BANANA POT OF WORLD
be content to he govern- hut till his I.:.rt ill IIia
Ne,v Orleans, Oct :7 New
l'nrm
!'.
Orleans
''(it do ! i . mri in tie work. So, upon now (l.iiniK to
be the largest banana
I' awug cej;tt;e
I
vent to the Jural and cocoanut port in the world. Her
l'euikiuart.-aiteiided all niee'.ing.s, imports this year weie lii,(i(ifi,(i(iii
'""k my part in whatever was up. bum h. s of bananas und miiiumhui
;
' '!'"'
i .'V. It
i
mjain.-- t
the cue. nuts.
Ama-terda-

HOUSE FIRE

MONEY IN S1VPETERSBURG

Interesting Gossip About Him and His Progenetors Since
Their First Arrival Here From Holland
In the Seventeenth Century.
-

WW

Had Wife and Two Children Hotel Fire In Columbus En
dangered Many Lives Tho
But Was Infatuated of
Four Only Dangerous
One Fair and Frail.

OF BOTH THE NORTH AND SOUTH TYPES

New

BOARDING

AND

CHAIR

Theodore Roosevelt Forty Eight Years
Old Today and the First in Hearts of
His Contemporaneous Countrymen.
HAPPY BLENDING

NUMBER 259
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WILL SOON BE CASE OF "BUSTED"

BIRTHDAY OF AMERICA'S

1ST

HI

Harry J. Hereda,

the young Jap

who is wanted at San Antonio, N. M.,
to answer a charge of obtaining goods

under false pretenses at the Instance
the well known merchant there, admitted this morning
that he was guilty of securing I4U
worth of goods. He has about W
on his person and offered to compromise the matter by refunding to Mr.
Hilton the $40 which, he declares,
the amount he took, and not $til.8.',
according to report. Air. Hilton, it
seems, from the statements of Hereda, is unwilling to compromise the
matter.
Hereda was arrested here by the
police last evening, following the receipt of a telephone message from
Ciripano
San Antonio.
Lieutenant
llaca of the rangers, who was here,
const nted to take Hereda back to
San Antonio, but left for the south
last night without the prisoner. Meantime Hereda Is being held here awaiting further developments.
No details of the affair, aside from
the statement of Hereda, have been
received here.
of A. H. Hilton,

1

NEW SALT COMPANY
WAS ORGANIZED TODAY
27. Today
New York, Oct.
the
Sterling Salt Co. organized itself and
promises to be an Important rival of
the International Salt Co. The new
enterprise which has an authorized
capital of one million dollars expects
to complet e its plant and begin shipping salr on a very large scale by

January

1.

FAIRBANKS REMEMBERS
TH
SAVER OF HIS LIFE
Lima. Ohio. (Jet. 117. Hartley llar-pt'- r.
nf thi.s city, saved
Fairbanks from drowning when

they

were boys together in I'uion
Ohio.
This being the
day Mr. ILiiper had bis usual
reminder trnm tl.e ii pivsiiii m
ain:i-versa-

.

iy

-

Attorney General Takes Hand.
In explanation of his action in ap
pearing in Judge Graham's court at
tha drawing of the grand jury, Attor
ney General Webb today tald that his DEATH OF MANAGER ADAMS
only interest In the case ""as to pro
tect the district attorney's office In
its Investigation of municipal corrup
OE THE ALVARADO HOTEL
tion. He said that lu in event will
New York, Oct. 27. A liOndon dis- he interfere In the proceedings If At
patch published today claims a de torney Ivingdon Is sustained by the IT OCCURRED THIS MORNING AFfensive alliance hag been made be-- . courts, but should Abraham Ruef bo
TER AN ILLNESS OF ONLY
tween Great Britain, France and Italy recognized as district attorney anil
A FEW DAY8.
which is to become operative when- - Langdon ousted, then ho (Webb) will
ever the triple alliance between Oer- - step In and tako charge of the office
W. L. II. Adams, manager of the
many, Austria and Italy shall expire.! and appoint Henry special prosecutor. Alvarado hotel, one of the oldest men
This regrouping of the great powers,
In the Harvey service, died of pneusays the dispatch. Is the natural out- RAILWAYS FAILED TO
monia in his apartments at tho hotel
COMPLY WITH REGULATION
come of the destruction of the balance
Topeka, Kan.. Oct. 27. United this morning at 9:30 o'clock, after
of the powers in Kurope, consequent
an illness ot four days. A widow and
on the paralysU of Russia in the Jap- - States District Attorney Bone today a
daughter
survive
anese war. Spain and Portugal are tiled suits In the federal court against lilm. Mrs. Adams, prostrated over tho
the Missouri Pacific,
said to cordially support it and it is (he Hock Isl'iiid,
death of her husband and indisposed
further stated that there Is good rea- the Kansas City Southern, and the from the constant vigil at his bedside,
son to believe it commands the gym pa' Chicago &. Greut Western railways could not be seen at the hotel this
n
for iolation of safety appliance
thy of the United States.
of the Interstate
Commerce morning.
iJivh-loSuperintendent Stein of the
Commission.
Further suits, It is un- Harvey system
Flatly Contradicted.
was seen and he
in
preparation.
are
derstood,
Uilidon, (Jet. 27. Reports publishstated that the body will probably be
ed in the United States to the effect
shipped to Los Angeles, California,
that a military convention had been
where Mrs. Adams has a sister living,
NO ARGUMENTS
YET IN
arranged
between
Great Britain.
or to Jersey City, N. J., where a
SHERIFF CASE INJUNCTION
Kranoe. and Italy, are officialy debrother of Mr. Adams resides. The
clared to be baseless.
deceased also has a brother living in
Si ( rial to The Evening Ciii.en.
Baltimore and several relatives
in
tiania Fe, N. M., Oct. 27.
'
New York, ell .of whom have been
p. m. Associate
Justice
it:!!"
EIGHT MONTHS BABY
Pending definotified by telegraph.
Mann of the Sixth Judicial disnite arrangements the body was taken
trict did not arrive here uutll
In
V.
charge by O.
Strong's Sons and
2:3u this afternoon and arguHAS NARROW ESCAPE
by them for shipwill be prer-arements in the injunction case, inment.
volving the contest over the sherMr. Adams' demise was unexpected.
iff's ortice of Socorro county have
eight
He was taken 111 last Tuesday and reCharlotte, the
months old
not been heard up to this time.
'
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Stev-- I
tired to his room at the hotel. MediV Tf
V
f
ens, living on North Sixth street, was)
cal aid was summoned and with the
Tennessea Alumni Meets.
ministrations of physicians, complicathe victim of what might have proved
a serious accident early this morning,
Cha'anooga, Ala., Oct. 27. At the tions were avoided until last night
Tho little one was sitting in a high annual meeting of the Alumni Assowhen be grew suddenly worso and did
chair, through which, in some unac- ciation of Tennessee here today rep- not rally.
e.
countable manner, she Mipped, catch- resentative men from Kentucky,
For the past twenty years Mr.
ing by her chin on the guard of the
came from
North and South Carolina, Adams, who originally
chair and remaining in that position Georgia. Alabama, Florida, Arkansas, New York, has been connected with
with her entire weight supported MissisK ppi and LoulsamiH were la at- the Harvey system and rose Bteadily
In favor,
only by her neck. Thus she was tendance.
llu was well known all
found, in an unconscious
over the wide territory covered by the
condition,
'
shortly after by her mother, who was
Harvey hotels and eating houses from
TWO CONVENTIONS IN PRI- absent from the room at the time of
the middle west to California.
VATE CAUCUS AT SOCORRO
the accident. Prompt assistance from
Mr. Adams came to Albuquerque six
.Mrs. Stevens and the family physimonths ago from Hutchinson, Kan.,
Special to The Evening Citizen.
cian restored the child anil what was
with his family, to assume the manSocorro, N. M., Oct. 27. Hoth
agement of the Alvarado. Since their
at first feared might end more serithe d. mocratlc and republican
ii bout serious in
ously terminated
residence hero they have madu numconventions of Siicorro county
jury.
bers of friends who share their grief.
private
In session lure are lu
Prior to his connection with the
caucus this afternoon. They will it Harvey system at Hutchinson, Kan.,
Money Market.
New York, (Jet. 27. Money on call,
both proluibly name their slates it Mr. Adams was s'attoned at Monue't,
tonight.
Mo., anil before that at Los Angelts,
nominal, no loans. Prime mercantile
'
'
ti'-paper
percent; silver 10c.
California.
j

j

ld

j

regu-laiio-

j

Ten-nesse-

j
'
'

TWO NEW VARSITY
DORMITORIES OPENED
VISITORS THRONG THE BUILDINGS CHRISTENED
KWA-TA-K-

AND

The new dormitories of the University of New Mexico were formally
opened to the public yesterday afternoon and in the evening a happy program In the plaza of the university
grounds attracted hundreds ot people,
who followed the exercises with attention and interest. A feature ot
the program was the college "sing.
Bonfires lighted up the ectne with
brilliancy, and the affair was in every
way a success.
Yosterday afternoon both the students and faculty were engaged in.
showing numbers of visitors about the
new dormitories, which are exact replicas of ancient dwellings of the Pueblos.
Interior decorations of the handsome new buildings carried out the
architectural scheme in an artistic
manner. Navajo blankets were conspicuous in the students' dormlntory
rooms and Indian pottery and other
of the same origin was in
entire keeping with the idea.
The furniture is built after the
Ideas of President W. G. Tight, who,
in fact, originated the architectural
plan, which received deserved praise.
C. FX Ilodgln, Miss Hlckey and
Prof. Richards, the committee chosen
to select names for the new dormitories from those suggested by the students, announced their decision yesterday. A large number of names
were offered and the committee, after
careful consideration, christened the
boy's dormitory "Kwa-ta-ka,or
"Man Eagle." while the girls' home
was named
or "Butterfly." These names will be placed upon the buildings in relief.
bric-a-bra- c

"

"Ho-ko-na- ,"

LACROSSE

TEAM TO

COMPETE WITH ENGLISH
Cambridge, Mass.. Oct. 27. Today
plans were completed for sending a
(across team made up of Harvard
undergraduates to England next year.
Oxford and Cambridge have sent invitations to tho Harvard Varsity team
but it cannot go this fall.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWC
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to have made the stateme
appendix wag not removed
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REPUBLICAN

TERRITORIAL
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TICKET

For Delegate to Congreea

WILLIAM H. ANDREWS,
of Bernalillo County.
COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET
For Council
WILLIAM B. CHILDERS.

EIGHTY
HOMESTEAD

ENTRIES.
Although winter Is approaching
there has leen no appreciable decrease yet In the volume of business
transacted at the federal land office,
nt Santa Fe. Eighty original homefinal homestead, and
stead, thirty-tweight desert land entries Is the record
for the first twenty days o October.
Torrance county Is still In the lead
by a good majority In the matter of
original homestead entries.
x
Following Is the business In detail:
80,
Original homestead entries,
acres .entered, 12,428; final homestead
entries, 32; acres entered, 4,957; desert land entries, 8, acres entered,

2.

entries
The original homestead
were divided among the various counties of the district as follows:
Bernalillo. 2; Colfax, 2; Guadalupe,
8; McKinley, none; Mora, 2; Rio Arriba, nons; San Juan, 1; San Miguel,
6; Sandoval, none; Santa Fe, 8; Socorro, 2; Taos, 1; Torrance, 45; Valencia, 3.
The final homestead entries were:
Colfax, 6; Guadalupe, 5; Mora, 6; Rio
Arriba, 1; Sandoval. 1; Santa Fe, 1;
San Juan, 2; San Miguel, 4; Socorro,
2; Torrance, 2; Valencia, 2.
The total number of original homestead entries made since January 1st
is 1,308, acres entered, 233,176. Total
number of final homestead entries
acres entered, 32.39G. Total
221.
number of desert land entries,
entered, 20,613. Total number
of entries of all kinds since January
1, 1906, 1,687 acres entered, 294,185.
16,-acr- es

THE

GATE CITY

For County Commissioner

MAIL

8EVER0 SANCHEZ

J.

For Probata Clerk
NESTOR MONTOYA.
For Sheriff
THOMAS S. HUBBELL
For Assessor
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
Collector
For Treasurer and
C ED. NEWCOMER

For County School Superintendent
J. A. MILLER

V

Ii"

For Surveyor
DON J. RANKIN

For Constitutional Convention
Delegates
H. F. RAYNOLDS
M. E. HICKEY
T. N. WILKERSON
T. C. GUTIERREZ
E. W. DOBSON
ELECTION

GETS

PROCLAMATION

Whereas, by law, it is made the
duty of the board of county commissioners In each of the counties of
the territory of New Mexico to proclaim an election to be held in their
respective counties for the purpose
of voting for candidates for dele-ga- ts
to congress and for the several,
legislative and county offices for the
ensuing (wo years, and
Whereas, the first Tuesday after
the first Monday in November Is designated by law for the holding of
said election;
Now, therefore. It is ordered and
proclaimed by the board of county
commissioners of Bernalillo county,
New Mexico, that on Tuesday, the
Cta day of November, 1906, commencing at 9 o'clock a. m., and closing at 6 o'clock p. ni. of said day, an
election of the qualified electors of
aid Bernalillo county shall be held
in the several precincts of said coun
ty for the purpose of voting upon the
question, "Shall Arizona
and New
Mexico be united to form one state,
as provided by act of congress approved June 16, laiiB, and also for
:
voting for the following officials,

WANTED Good mau in each
ty to represent and advertise old
established correspondence school.
Salary $21 weekly; expense money
advanced. Dept. II, The Columbia

Highland

Pharmacy
Railroad Avenue and Broadway

40C0000O0a0j
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

ALL

WORK

CARRIERS

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

$8
GUAR

Postmaster General Cortelyou has
announced the appointments of the
following mall carriers for Raton, Colfax county, New Mexico: John K.
Pentecost and Earnest D. Reynolds,
regular carriers, and C. W. Naile, substitute carrier. The men will report
for duty November 1.
Articles of Incorporation,
The following articles of lncorpora- tian have been filed In tbe office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Columbia Copper company. Principal place tot business at Alaraogordo,
Otero county. Territorial agent, Henry
J. Anderson, at Alamogordo. Capital Btock 11,000,000, divided Into one
million shares of the par value of II
each, commencing business
with
13,000. Object, general mining business. Duration fifty years. Incorporators, James A. Carroll, Clarence K.
Jefferies and James W. Prude, all of
Mescalero, New Mexico.
Mineral Surveys Approved.
Mineral survey No. 1284, the Dunlode,
siuated In the Virginia mindee
ing district. Grant county, New Mexico,
The Orion 'Mining company,
,
claimant.
Mineral survey No. 1286, the Virginia lode, situate in the Bromide mining district, Rio Arriba county .New
Mexico, the Mexican King Gold and
Copper company, claimant.
Mineral survey No. 1298, the Cliff
group, (3 claims!, situate in the
mining district, Socorro conn
ty, New Mexico, Henry B. Connelly,
claimant.
Mineral survey No. 1297, the Burro
enter group, (5 claims), situate In
the Burro mountain mining district
Grant county, New Mexico, The Burro
Chief Copper company, claimant.
Mineral survey No. 1281, the Boone
group, (33 claims), situate in the Bur
ro Mountain mining district, Grant
county. New Mexico, The Comanche
Mining and Smelting company, claim
ant.
Mineral survey No. 1291, the Iowa
group, (4 clainiB. situate in the Burro
Mountain mining district. Grant coun- .Atw .Mexico, t. Ainory Stevens,
claimant:
Mineral survey No. 1295. the Sweden
lode, situate hi the Burro mountain
mining district, Grant county, New
Mexico, C. Amory Stevens, claimant.
Ail approved by the United States
Survivor General for New Mexico on
October '23, l!)iit;.
Mag-dalen- a

F. COPP.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
B.

NOTICE

FOrl PUBLICATION.

Department of tbe Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.

22,

--

'. M.

one-thir-

1906.

1906.

He names the following witnesses to
prove bis continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
m. p Angell, C. E. Hodgln, Charles
gtne. Mrs. John Brown, all of Albu
querque, N. V.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

.,.

holt-totl-
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mu-co-
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u-n-

INTEREST

4U0WED

ON

SAVINGS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

a bargain

house, close In, lowlands,
for I270O00.
nr

POR TERFIELD CO.

DEPOSITS

&

BASHINSKY

Facilities.

Mm WssSm

WW nm(

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

110 West Gold Ave.

BACON

RENT.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President: W. S. Strickler. V. P. and
Johnson . sat, Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh. J. c.
'sokV
mon r.una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. ArnoL O. 11 CroiweU

1
furnished
FOR RENT Three-rooREAL ESTATE AND LOANS
house, with bath, close in. No. 108
John street.
20$ West Gold
Auto Phone 678
nouse, furFOR RENT rour-rooDEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & 8ANTA
nished. Inquire at 234 North WalFE RY.
ter street.
PROFESSIONAL
1
CARDS
FOR RENT Five-roobrick house
y with batb. Inquire W. W. McClellan,
LAWYER8.
723 North Fourth street.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well-fu- r
Ira M. Bond.
nished rooms for housekeeping, 524
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 82 F street
West Railroad avenue.
. w., Washington, D. C
Pensions,
cottage, fur
FOR RENT Four-roopatents, copyrights, caveats,
nlshed, at Lockhart ranch. Ten lands, patents,
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
marks,
claims.
trade
minutes' walk from street car line. letter
R. W. D. Bryan.
FOR RENT Pacific hotel, 523 Soutn
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuauer- and
First street, 15 rooms, bath and que, N. M. Offfce,
First National
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
kitchen furnished. Call at 219 West Bank building.
President
M. W. FLOURNOY
Coal avenue.
vice President
E. W. Dobao.i.
FOR RENT Kitchen, dining room,
FRANK
McKEE
Cashier
ATTORNEY AT LAW Office. f!rnm.
bed room and store room. $15 per well block, Albuquerque,
R. A. FROST
AssistantCasbJer
N. M.
month, at the Minneapolis House,
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
DENTISTS.
Albuquerque, N. M
FOR RENTPleasant airv. wnllluT:
m.
U.
DCPOBITORY
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
nlshed rooms, with modern improve
Dental Surneon.
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
ments. Apply at store, 522 East
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Marquette avenue, corner of north tbe Golden Rule
$250,000.00
Goods
comnanv.
Drv
aroaaway.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Depository for Alchlsos, Topcks k Saols Fe Railway Company
FOR RENT Residence 709 West mail.
Gold avenue; 6 rooms and bath.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Gas and electric light. Apply to
No. 306
avenue.
Office
Mrs. Dr. John F. Pearce. 718 West hours, 9:00 Railroad
a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Railroad.
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both pnones.
Apfi
FOR KEinT Apartments
Far pointments made by maiL
View terrace, eight rooms each:
PHYSICIANS.
steam heated, and ell other modern
conveniences. H. H. Tllton, room 19,
DR. R. L. HUST.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
urant mock.
Office,
. N. T. Armllo Bldn.
v
FOR RENT A six room
Tuberculosis treated with
L. ..
Drick house, corner of Seventh
Electrical
Current and
street .and Tijeras avenue. Inquire Germicide. Treatments given each
atTLommorl & Mattencci, 624 West day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both 'phones.
njeras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicelv furnmheri rrxims
UNDERTAKER.
Safel
si.za to il. ner week: 25c to cue Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
per night. Also rooms for light
A.
BORDERS.
housekeeping.
The Minneapolis Commercial Club Building.
Black
House. 524 South Second Btreet
and White Hearse, $5.
Albuquerque, N. M.
ARCHITECTS.
FOR SALE.
F.
W.
Spencer.
Room
Barnett
FOR SALE Gleckler's farm, the best Building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both
farm in Bernalillo county. Chas, 'hones.
O. N
E. Oleckler.
1
CIVIL ENGINEER.
FOR SALE Elegant Knabe piano.
call 512 South Broadway
-- II
J. R. Farwell.
FOR SALE Imperial Acorn base
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
burner; one open stove, cheap. Also
NOTARY PUBLIC.
twelev hens through moulting. 921
North Fourth street.
K. D. Maddlson.
Thos.
FOR SALE Lots 3 and 4, block 20,
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
Eastern addition; level, no water Gold avenue.
courses, wind break to east. In
RODERICK STOVtf, E. E.
quire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N.
Broadway.
Electrical
and Mechanical Engineer.
FOR SALE At a sacrifice, if taken at
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
once, a nine-roobrick Gas
gasoline engines a specialty.
house; bath, cellar, cement walks. 906 and
West Railroad avenue. Auto218
O.
Box
city
Address P.
matic 'phone, 179.
FOR SAI.K Twii or four verv ,let&
MUSIC LESSONS.
able lots in the Grant tract. Cheap
e.asy terms or Bmall monthly pay
Prof: N. DiMauro, tbe violinist,
ments. Inquire or address M. M gives
lessons on the violin and man
Citizen office.
dolln.
Guaranteed to be the best
FOR KAT.K Hen em
merchnnHls teacher in Albuquerque. Any one deAND
n
business on the El Paso and
siring lessons address general delivin eastern
New
Mexico. ery, city.
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine op
o
nartv
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
.UOrtlinitv
. . . . Panu ev
o
j for. rlirht
T v
Dlain coort reason for Rolling'
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad- - Department of the interior,' United
States Land Office. Small Holding
nress inquiries to tins paper.
Claim No. 2999.
i'UK SALE The Minneapolis bouse,
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 19, 1906.
44 rooms, all furnished; income $150
Notice is hereby given that the folloper month; must be sold; parties wing-named
"OLD RELIABLE."
ESTABLISHED 1873.
claimant has filed notice (y
going away. Price $3,500 for lot
building and furniture; best paying of bis intention to make final proof in
of his claim under sections
property ia Albuquerque. Call or support
16
17 of the act of March 3, 1891
address C. D. Ward, Minneapolis (20 and
Stats., 854.), as amended by the
nouse, Albuquerque, N. M
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
FUR SALE Ranch.
Ed. R. Kelley 4701. and that said proof will be made
and sous having sold all their stock before A. E. Walker, probate clerk at
are now offering their fine stock Albuquerque, N. M., on Jaecember 5, 2
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
ranch for sale. It is the best im- IHuti, viz: Juan Garcia y Samora, of
proved rauch in the country.
Has Carpenter, N. M..
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
1, 2,
two good wells, one of them has 3 and 4, Secton lor the Tracts
in the Southwest.
11
Township
i:,
windmill and surface tank. It is an North, Range 6 East.
ideal sheep range. Postofflee, Datil,
He names the following witnesses
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twen- to prove his actual continuous
AND
ad
ty miles west of Datil.
verse possession of said tract for
FOR SALE Thirty-acr- e
ranch, quar- twenty years next preceding the surRAILROAD AVENUE.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 0
ter of mile north government In- vey of the township, viz: Francisco,
dian school; two acres good bear-- ' Montez. Leonard Skinner. J. M. Skin
n
orchard with all kinds of fruit; ner and Marcelino Crespin, all of Car
six acres cultivated ground and bal- penter, X. M.
ance in alfalfa. Good seven-rooAny person who desires to protest
.T.
frame residence, barn and other against the allowance of said proof,
DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
outbuildings. For further particu- or who knows of any substantial rea
lars inquire of R. 1). Lusted, or ad- son under the laws and regulations
AM S PAINT Covers more, loo,.g best wears
S H ER.vi
dress postoftice box 158, city.
of the interior department why such
the
longest, most economical; full measure.
"
proof .siiouid not be allowed will be
PERSONAL!
BU1LD1NU PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime. Cement. Paint,
d
given an opportunity at the
SOITHERN
GIRLS are tbe most
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
time and place to
beautiful in the world. Get next,
the witnesses of said claimant,
FIRST
STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
boys, and join our correspondence and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
club. Write us for particulars. The that submitted by claimant.
Dixie club, P. O. box 156, ChattaMANUEL R. OTERO.
RIONCER BAUER Y
nooga, Teiin.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Register.
SIMON BALLINO. Proprietor
Const ipalioil causes iieadaclie, nau(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Danger From the Plague.
LIVERY, SALE. FEED AND TRANSsea, dizziness, languor, heart palpitaThere's grave danger from the WEDDING
FER STABLES.
tion.
Drastic physics gripe, sicken, plague
A
CAKES
SPECIALTY. Horses and Mules Bought and Exof coughs and colds that are
weaki ii the Imwela and don't cure.
you take Dr.
changed.
We desire patronage and we guarDoan's Regub'ts act gently and cure so prevalent unless
for ConsumpBEST TURNOUTS IN THE CIITY
antee
constipation. 2 a cents. Ask your King's New Discovery
baking.
first
class
Mrs. Ilea 207
tion, Coughs and Colds.
between Railroad and
druggist.
South First Street. Albuquerque. Second Street,
Copper Avenue.
Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
"It's a Godsend to people living in
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS climates where coughs and colds preF.
find it quickly ends them. It
vail.
VVt'!tnn'
Thry
livi'iru.
it) Hflll UUll'ilm,!)!
No. 111 North First Street.
Yltfur prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe,
tit dailli-t- t
liaty
...in (.
nt
,WV
lu um
ti ii."
iroV uives wonderful relief in asthma and DINELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietors. Headquarters for Low Prices
in an hi" t ii i'i mf
n irlh ut
weak lung
Nil
hay fever and makes
nl tif ft ir i - j ml btl
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS. on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
ii
il
Liiunn it im.l) for
'
hlf lataUe--K strong enough to ward off consumpllii'ii. t ar.lt. I .to t
10 Cents Up.
Lunches j
v
.t;urr
50c and $1. Meals From
,n..
rt
tion, coughs and colds.
Brushes and Jap-a-la- c.
Up
for
Put
Travelers.
druggists.
a'.l
Trial
by
jjVUi I bttiaiunii uWw.v..
duaraateed
I
Day,
By
Week
Rooms
or
Month.
408 W. Railroad Avtaua
'bottle free.
FOR SALE BY
.i ANN & BON.
m

t. xJA, 1 T9
?Lv j
aW U AJ

ul

High-Frequenc-y

.

46-4-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers

v

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

1

Soutb-wester-

.

F

LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

KK00CC0
JL.

B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FREIGHT WAGONS

FARM

30000BALDRIDGE
C.

m

AN-WIL-

above-mentioue-

cross-examin-

1

i

111!

03 odd! fil

director

STA1E NATIONAL BANK

Je-- v

of

u

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

two-stor-

Notice is hereby given that William
G. Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to ma.ke
final commutation proof in support of
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
9112 made April 2, 1906, for the NE
N.
10
T.p.
23,
Section
Range 3 E, and that said proof will
be made before the Probate Clerk, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,

'

f
merly rugaged In business here, had
il,, ,i, il,- undergone a second operation for ap- trying crisi without suffering.
pendicitis In ono of the hospitals of
Kt:id fi.r f:o IrfioW rnuUininif luforu,tion
that city on Friday last, says the Pre,-eot- t prlct.a
vulitt' t. uil
uualiira.
JournalMtuer. The surgeon who The Bradfleld Regulator Co., Atlanta,
performed the operation is reported

5 room

at

two-stor-

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
o
,
Wounds, Bruises and Burns.
By applying an antiseptic dressing
to wounds, bruises, burns and like injuries before inflammation sets in,
they may be healed without maturation and in about
the time
required by the old treatment. This
Is the greatest discovery and triumph
surgery.
Chamberlain's
of modern
Pain Balm acts on this same principle. It Is an antiseptic and when applied to such injuries, causes them to
heal very quickly. It also allays tbe
pain .and soreness and prevents any
danger of blood poisoning. Keep a
bottle of Pain Balm in your home
and it will save you time and money,
not to mention the inconvenience and
entail. For
suffering such injuries
sale bv all druss'.sta.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,

Five delegates to the constitutional
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors. No.
pre
209 West Railroad avenue. Is
convention as provided in wild act of
congress.
pared to give thorough scalp treat
One delegate to tbe Sixtieth conment, do hair dressing, tre-- t corns,
gress of tha United States.
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
How's Thtst
One member of the council of the
gives massage treatment and manicur
otTrr
We
One
Hundred
Ueward
lollars
legislative assembly of New Mexico, fur any case
of Catarrh thut cannot be ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
for the Seventh council district.
curpit by Hall a Catarrh Cure. F. J. of complexion cream builds up the
Two members of the bou.se of rep- CHKNKY He CO., Tol.ilu, Ohio.
skin and improves the complexion,
We, the underslKiieU.
have known K. and is guaranteed not to be injurious.
Thirty-seventh
resentatives of the
Cliin.-J.
years,
the
for
und
last
li
legislative assembly of New Mexico ueneve him pprrectiy honniiilile in nil Sne also orepares a nalr tonic that
for the Twenty-firs- t
representative iitminms transactiona and iinamiaiiy able cures and prevents dandruff and nalr
to cany out any obligations ninile by hia rm- .., .
n,
district.
hair ,
Waldlnir. Kltman fc Marvin.
""'i
'"""S
One county commissioner for the nrni.
lirUtfKlMtR.
removes moles, warts and superfluous
Toli'il... II
First district for the term of four Hull Catarrh Cure is taken
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
u
aituiK directly uplin the blood ami
years.
system. Testimoniala cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
of
tbe
xurracii
One county commissioner for the skiu free. 1'rlce
per buttle. Sold by All of the.se preparations are purety
Second district for the term of two all DruKKiHtK.
vegetable compounds. Have Just adTake Hull a Family Pllln for conHtln
years.
ded a vibrator machine for treatment
tlon.
One sheriff.
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
One probate Judge.
Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM It is also used for rheumatism, pains
One clerk of the probate court and BREAD and take no other.
and massage
recorder.
colOne treasurer ami
lector.
No woman's happl
One assessor.
nesscan be complete
superintendent
One
of schools.
without children ; it
surveyor.
One
is her nature to love
Said election shall be held In conformity with the laws of New Mexand want them
ico now established.
as much so as it U
Witness the seal of the board of
t
to love the bciu-tifcounty commissioners of Bernalillo
and pure.
county. New Mexico, ami the hand of
its chairman and clerk this 1Mb dav The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pas,
of October. 1906.
however, is so fraught with dread, pain, sulTerino; and danger, that the
ALFRED GRUNSFELD.
very thought of it fills her with apprehension an horror. There is ii'i
Attest:
Chairman.
necessity for the reproduction of life to beeither aint'ul or dangerous.
A. E. WALKER. Clerk.
The use of Mother's I'riend so prepares the system for the coming event
I Seal.
o
that it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderlul

remedy is always ap- News readied
Present t Sunday piieu externally, ana
from Denver that Adolph Moser, for- lias carried thousands

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

omenta

Of-

Notice is hereby given that Juan
Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
filed notice of nls Intention to make
r
proof In support of
final
bis claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
6312, made April 22, 1901, for the NW
14 SW 14, Section 4, Lots 3 and 4,
Section 6, Lots 1 and 5, Section 8, and
3,
Section 9, Twp. 12 N,
Lot
Range 6 E, and tuat said proof will be
made before the Probate Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on November 5, 1906.
He names the following witnesses to
prove big continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, tbe land, viz:
Nestor Gonzales of Hagan, N. M.;
Jacobo Gutierrez of Lae Placitas, N.
M.; Jose F. Gutierrez of Las Placitas,
N. M.; Andres Armijo of Las Placitas,

i,

DOCTORS REMOVE WRONG
PART OF MAN'S ANATOMY

NEW MEXICO

?

five-yea-

COPPER COMPANY ORGANIZED
NUMBER OF MINERAL SURVEYS APPROVED.

and expenses to sell staple line to
general trade desires two more men
for li'7 to commence work at once, Also
If possible. Address John S. Ailani,
Detroit, Mich.
WANTEI Bright man or woman
to travel. Salary $15 weekly. Expenses advanced. Reliable school.
Some knowledge of music preferred, but not essential. References.
Address, Jos. H. Moore, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR

50c

ALBUQUERQUE

TWO LOTS

House, Chicago.
Close in on North Fifth,
Large wholesale bouse,
WANTED
this week.
paying las salesman $1500 per year

our line.

Painless Extracting

ii

i

coun-

By supplying them promptly, accurately, and at a fair price,
with the best of everything in

Full 8et of Teeth.......
Gold Crowns
11.50
Gold Filling

27. 19C6.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Limns.

1906.

B. MAYO

For Probate Judge
ISIDRO SANDOVAL

by

We hold their patronage

For Representatives

GEORGE A. KA8EMAN
MODESTO C. ORTIZ

of people needing medicine,
keeping a neat, clean,
drug store.

OF

WINTER WEATHER

100

Tare Evmimo Citief.h will ba dflivarrd In th
at tha low rata af 0 ranta pw waak.M for 60
anta aar month, whra paid monthly.

RESULT

AS

BANK INSTITUTIONS

WANTED A bright young ludy for
office work. Must write good hand.
Imperial laundry.
l On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
WANTEI Acoinpetent girl for
house work. Apply Mrs. G. L. Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RERrooks, imi3 West Copper avenue.
W'ANTEDlTelp furnished and em- CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
ployment of all kinds secured $200. Loans are quickly made and
promptly. Call on, write or phone strictly private. Time: One month
Colburn;s Employment agency. 109 to one year given. Goods remain In
West. Silver avenue. Auto pnonezTO your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrow
W'AKTkii
Gentlemen's second-ba- n
clothing. No. 615 South First street, ing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
south of viaduct. Senu address and Steamship
tickets to and from all
will call. R. J- - Sweeney, proprietor
parts of tbe world.
A competent clerk, must
WANTED
RooroB 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
speak English and Spanish and
315 West Railroad Ave.
Correswell
recommended.
come
PRIVATE OFFICE3.
Los
pond A'ith Simon Neustadt,
Open Evenings.

The Attention

OCTOBER

PROPERTY LOANS.

gen-era-

OFFICE

LAND

lirrl

PER80NAL

WANTED.

NESS OF THE

Aftarnooa Dlipttchet.
larpit City and County Circulation.
Tk Larrat Nw Mexico Clrtulatlon.
Northern Arlroni Circulation.

frau
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ADVANCE

BUY EEFORE

A Splendid Investment for Quick Profits. Buy now the Stock of the PITTSBURG-MANHATTAMining Company, of Tonopah, Nevada. 100,000 Shares Par Value $1.00, Fully paid and
Offered at 10 Gents per Share.
N

Property

surad

Non-Assessab-

le

Location

Company are that it owns proven gold and silver bearing land; not only is the ore there, but
it is there in quantities, an apparently inexhaustible supply of pay ore. The Company owns the Gregory Group of five
Claims situated in the famous MANHATTAN DISTRICT, and also has several claims in the LONE MOUNTAIN
DISTRICT; both these Districts are the richest in the NX ORLD. The tunnels have been opened up on the Lone Mountain
claims and indications point to striking large bodies of high grade ore carrying values in Gold and Silver.

T

HE most notable facts of

the.

Mining Has Built Many Great Fortunes
PROBABLY YOU DO NOT REALIZE HOW MANY PEOPLE THERE ARE WHO ARE ENJOYING A REGULAR
NOTHING SO SURELY OFFERS LARGE RETURNS AS A GOOD MINING STOCK.
INCOME AS A RESULT FROM INVESTING IN MINING STOCKS. THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF THEM, AND THEY ARE LARGELY THOSE WHO BOUGHT THEIR 8TOCK WHEN THE OPPORTUNITY
STOCKS OF MANY MINING COMPAN IES HAVE ADVANCED FROM A
WAS FIRST OFFERED TO SECURE SHARES AT A LOW PRICE BEFORE THE COMPANY HAD BEGUN TO PAY DIVIDENDS.
MANY HUNDRED TIMES WHAT
FEW CENTS A SHARE TO PRICES RANGING FROM $100 TO $1500 A SHARE IN VALUE, AND BESIDES HAVE PAID BACK TO T HE INVESTORS IN DIVIDENDS
TO GRASP THIS OPPORTHEY FIRST INVESTED. MANY OF THE COMPANIES ARE PAYING FROM 100 PER CENT TO 1000 PER CENT IN DIVIDENDS ON THE FIRST PRICE OF THE STOCK.
MINING COMPANY AT 10 CENTS A SHARE MEANS SUCCESS TO YOU; AND THAT MEANS HOUSES, GOOD LIVING, TRAVEL,
TUNITY AND PURCHASE STOCK IN THE PITTSBURG-MANHATTAIF YOU DO NOT GRASP THIS OPPORTUITY AND SECURE A GOOD SHARE OF WEALTH YOU ARE LIKELY, TO BE CLASSED AS
EDUCATION AND SOCIAL PRIVILEGES FOR YOUR CHILDREN.
ABILITY AND INTEGRITY CAN NOT BE QUESTIONED, AND THESE MEN PLEDGE THEMSELVES TOSEE THAT EACH AND
WHOSE
OF
HANDS
MEN
IN
IS
THE
'A FAILURE. THE PROPOSITION
EVERY INVESTOR IN THE ENTERPRISE RECEIVES AN EQUAL DIVISION OF THE PROFITS. EXPERTS HAVE EXAMINED THE PROPERTY AND IT IS THE UNIVERSAL OPINION THAT IT HAS A
'

WONDERFUL FUTURE

Organisation
THE COMPANY IS ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, CAPITAL STOCK OF $1.000,000. DIVIDED INTO SHARES OF THE PAR VALUE
SHARES ARE IN THE TREASURY WHICH WILL BE SOLD AS REQUIRED FOR DEVELOPMENTS FROM TIME TO TIME.

OF

$1.00

EACH;

400,000

Cents Per Sliare, Caslh or Installments
-

WE WANT TO IMPRESS UPON YOU THE FACT THAT YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE RICH IN ORDER TO BECOME A SHAREHOLDER IN THIS SPLENDID COMPANY. THE PRICE OF SHARES
IS ONLY 10c, AND YOU CAN BUY AS FEW AS ONE HUNDRED (100), $10.00 WORTH, IF YOU ARE NOT IN A POSITION TO PAY CASH FOR ALL THE 8HARES YOU DESIRE TO OWN WE WILL ACCEPT A SMALL PAYMENT DOWN WITH THE ORDER, TH E REMAINDER TO BE PAID IN FIVE MONTHLY INSTALLMENTS. SUPPOSE YOU WANT TO INVEST $10.00 IN THIS COMPANY; 8IMPLY
SEND US $2.50 WITH YOUR ORDER FOR 100 SHARES, AND THEREAFTER $150 PER MONTH FOR FIVE MONTHS, AND THE 8TOCK WILL BE PAID FOR. ITS VERY EASY ANYONE CAN AFFORD
re, 0 TW
f.CMOST EVERY ONE HAS ENOUGH MONEY IN A YEAR TO BUY THEM AN INTEREST IN TH3 COMPANY WHICH WOULD WIAKE THEM INDEPENDENT FOR LIFE. 8END IN YOUR
ORDER TO DAY. THE FOLLOWING TABLE WILL SHOW YOU JUST HOW MANY SHARES YOUR MONET WILL BUY, THE AMOUNT YOU SEND IF YOU WANT TO PAY ALL CASH, AND THE PLAN
FOR MONTHLY PAYN ENTS.

What Your Money Will Buy
100
200
300
400
GOO

600
800
l.OiX)

2.000
5.000
lO.ft'W

shares
shares
shares

'.

10.00 cash
20.00
30.00
40.00

shares
shares
shares
shares
shares
shares

50.00
60.00

80.00
100.00
200.00

shares
shares

500.00
1,000.00

cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

$

6.00
5.00
10.00
10.00

10.00
20.00
40.00
100.00
200.00

cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

BANKERS AND BROKERS
GOLDFIELD, NEVADA

1.50. per month for 5 mouths

2.50 cash and $
5.00

MACKAY, MONROE & CO.,

per
per
7.00 per
8.00 per
10.00 per
3.00

5.00

14.00

per

16.00 per
32.00

per

80.00 per
160.00 per

month
month
month
month
month
month
month
month
month
month

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

5

5
5
5
5
D

5
5
5
5

months
months
months
months
months
months
months
months
months
months

-

Gentlemen:
I

(at

10c

hereby subscribe for

share), for which
Please issue stock In nam. of :
$1.00 per

Name

,.

,

per share) of the Capital Stock

(par value

..,

.

-

of

th.

PITTSBURG-MANHATTA-

aharea
MINING

N

COMPANY

of

Tonopah

enclosed $

firrd

(in full)

Street and No
City

or Town

State
Yours truly,
not a speculation. The resources of
their properties and the amount of rich ore seems so inexhaustible that WE RECOMMEND THE PURCHASE
OF THIS STOCK TO EVERY INVESTOR.
In offering this stock we present it as a solid and safe investment,

Signature

Iut Name

of Your

Papt-- r

,

Along This I.lnp

Officers and Directors:
ROBERT

M.

WINTER (Land Trust Company, Pittsjurg

President
Secretary

E. G. MINARD (Mine Owner and Operator, Tonopah)
T. THOMER (Tonopah)

Vice-Preside-

(Cashier State Bank and Trust Co., Tonapah)
BARTHOLOMEW (Tonopah & Goldfield Railroad Co., Tonopah)

E. B. CUSHMAN

W. B.

100,000 SHARES OF

Treasurer
Director

THE ABOVE STOCK ARE NOW OFFERED FOR PUBLIC SUBSCRIPTION AT

10 CENTS PER SHARE. MAIL APPLICATION WITH REMITTANCE (CHECK, DRAFT, POSTOFFICE OR EXPRESS MONEY ORDER) TODAY FOR THE NUMBER OF SHARES YOU
DESIRE. CERTIFICATES WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FORWARDED ON RECEIPT OF YOUR LETTER.
i

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

MACKAY, MUNRO:
BANKERS AMD BROKERS

COMPANY
GOLDFIELD, NEVADA

RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES WANTED EVERYWHERE
1

I
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ous hot air. such as "How about the McKinley county
bonds?" Everybody knows that Auditor Rafford fully

CITIZFN

disposed of the Journal's falsehoods In that connection,
nut apart from these facts It is well for the real voters
not the villainous looking fellows made in the Journal
shop to remember that Prank Hubbell Is not a candidate on the republican ticket. Then, too, all these questions, whether silly or false or true, could have been
asked last, spring, when Frank Hubbell was managing
the city campaign and the Journal was working with
Not on your
him hand and glove. Were they Hsked?
Because the Journal
life. Why were they not asked?
was then as now working for its own Interests regardless of the people. It thought then that Its private ends
could best bo secured by working with Frank HubbeM.
It thinks now to subserve its private purposes by fighting him. There Is the question in a nutshell.

Published Dally and Weekly.

By

The Citizen Publishing Company
W. T. McCRCIGHT,
Buslneai Manager.

STRICKLER,
President.

W.

THE STRAUSS APPOINTMENT
The press of the country teems to be making a rood
to
deal out of the fact that the president has concluded
Mr.
that
fact
the
of
out
place a Jew In his cabinet, and
SLrauag will he the first one of his religion to occupy this
position In the American government. Some think that
the appointment will be made because Mr. Strauss Isen-a
Jew nd that the president by the appointment will
deavor to show his appreciation of the number and Rood
citizenship of the Jews.
The Citlicn objects to this interpretation, believing
4hat President Roosevelt's selection was made because of
Uie man, and without any reference whatever to his
race or religion. Many will remember the outcry which
rose when President McKinley selected Judge McKcnna,
of California, as a justice of the supreme court, beause
It was said he had been chosen for the reason that ho
was a Catholic. The American people are so unalterably
opposed to any and every kind or approach toward the
union of church and state, that the very fact a man was
chosen for office because of his religious views, would be
the ground of widespread dissatisfaction.
Mr. Strauss reeded no cause for. appointment other
than himself. A native of Georgia, President Cleveland
made him our minister to Turkey, and President McKinley appointed him a member of the Hague tribunal, each
of these being an appointment of the highest Importance.
Ab a business ma.i he has been one of the most successful In New York City. His great mercantile house,
and Broadknown as R. H. Macy & Co., Thirty-fourt- h
way, Is one of the strongest oa this side of the Atlantic.
Mr. Strauss is also known as a practical philanthropist,
milk
it being he who for years has distributed sterilized
in vast quantity and at his own large personal expense, to
the poor children of the great city's congested districts.
Because of his standing in public employment, in private
business enterprise and in magnificent works of charity,
Vfl needed neither race nor faith to commend him to
President Roosevelt.
In this connection It may be remembered that while
Mr. Strauss will be the first Jew In the American cabinet,
Judah P. Benjamin, of Loulsanna, was first attorney general and then secretary of state In the cabinet of Jeff
At the
Davis, president of the Southern Confedracy.
close of the civil war he went to England, and though Pas'
the prime of life, studied English law and soon became
acknowledged as a lawyer of unsurpassed ability In the
United Kingdom. One of his nephews, Julius Krutt-schnit- t,
a fellow student of W. B. Childers of this city,
at the University of Virginia, Is now at the head of the
Southern Pacific railroad. One of the ablest expounders
of the Code Napoleon, this country has ever produced, was
Justice Levy of the supreme court of Loulsaona. The
military secretary of General Robt. E. Lee was a Jew. He
carried Lee's orders to General Pickett and rode with the
latter In his immortal charge at Gettysburg. Cleveland
offered United States Senator Benjamin F. Jonas, of
loulslana, a, seat on the supreme bench of the United
States, but he declined in favor of his colleague. Ed. D.
White.
But why multiply Instances? These are a few of
thousands; but they show that though there may not have
beea a Jew In any former president's cabinet. It was not
for lack of very abundant material.

The morning organ reproduces a number of expressions in which The Citizen has put into words Its
opinion of that paper. The purpose In making the quotations, was to show how The Citizen has conducted a
"clean and decent canvass." The Citizen neither promised uor expected to remain clean when dealing with the
morning organ. Can one handle pitch and not be defiled?
Can one describe the physical or moral leper in language
of sweetness and light? Would anyone in portraying
Satan use the language appropriate to an honored and
Words express our conceptions
esteemed gentleman?
of things. The words The Citizen applied to the morn
ing organ can all he found in any dictionary, and express
in part The Citizen's estimute of the morning Ananias,
which estimate has been forced upon The Citizen by the
conduct and methods of the morning paper In this and
a previous campaign. The desire of The Citizen to con
duct a "clean and decent canvass" had reference only
to the candidates, and this desire has controlled. The
Citizen all the way through; but by no manner of means,
In thought or purpose was the desire supposed to in
clude the George Washington Bings of the morning
paper.

--
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THE JAFFA

'

THAT TALK

In 1904, under republican administration,

the county

.

...!.,'

IINJjll

of Joe Padilla, a saloonkeeper

destruction of his place and the attempted taking of his
life. No matter which story is true or whether both or
neither, The Citizen thinks it to be the duty of the governor and of the chief of the mounted police to ferret out
tbeae two acts of violence and punish the perpetrators;
for no matter what a man's reputation may be he is entitled to the prooctlon of he law Just as he should be
subjected to its penalties if proven a violator. Thcu,
too. It Is such acta of violence as tho.--e which destroyed
Joe Padilla's property and maimed his body. v. L!ch
bring discredit upon our fair sunshine bind.

STATEHOOD QUESTION
Commenting on the lnsistance with which tl.e
City Journal advises the people of New Mexico and
Arizona to vole against Joint fctaielio.nl. the optic says:
Such Inane drivel Is little short of idiotic. It' this
editor should happen to live for twenty
years among an intelligent and progressive and liberty-lovin- g
people, wno were denied almost every light of
elf government, who were discriminated
against
congress and the federal powers because of territorial
status, who had no vote in congress, no vote In the election of their governors anil other officers, no voice in
the election of presidents, who realized that the iiiaguth-ceresources of their commonwealth remained undeveloped and, Iheir lands remained unsettled because of
the slowness of people to invest money and make their
borne In a territory, his slow bralu might, perhaps, become Imbued with ihe Idea that a majority of New Mexicans have embraced, hut it would be well to accept any
hind of statehood rather than remain longer In a state
of humiliating and helpless territorial servitude.
New Mexico has waited fifty years for separate
klatehood and it seems as far off as ever. Now she is
offered Joint statehood, and not because she is craving
to bo tied up with an inferior territory like .rizona. hut
because such a union is better than sirvitude she is Inclined to take It.
g
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morning paper yesteiiUy
d
looking individuals, labeled votat Frank Hubbell. These questo notice or have time and again
some of the Journal's superflu- -
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Good Things

to Eat"

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
NEW AUNT JEMIMA'S PANCAKE FLOUR
NEW MAPLE SUGAR
NEW MAPLE SYRUP
NEW WALNUTS
NEW ALMONDS
NEW DATES
NEW FIGS

HAVE

WE

THE

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo O

LARGEST

ASSORTMENT OF
THINGS

TO

EAT

GOOD
TO
BE

rMiiin iki tu r rlTV if van
want r.nnn thinira at
CORRECT
WITH US.

PRICES

C

TRADE

COMFORTS, BLANKETS

GOODS.
TRY OUR BAKERY
THE QUALITY IS THE BEST.
EVERY ARTICLE WE SELL IS
GUARANTEED TO GIVE SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY
BACK.
.

We have just received
the largest and best selected line of Bedding
ever seen in Albuquerque

vlJ

All

jfe'7

mmm
'.

prices but lower
than elsewhere.

1v'

H

Best Materials
Try us lor your

Jaffa Grocery Co.

Com-

forts and Blankets.

"Good Things tr Eat"
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY

O. W STRONG & SONS
HOUSE FURNISHERS

1HEY ARE RECEIVED.

The other day the morning (mouth) organ hud a
long exhortation to its followers not to be fooled into
Belling their votes for a drink or two of whiskey or a
dollar or two in the palm. That was a prtjtty hard slam
on the followers. But, then, the Journal ought to know
tho character of its own followers. However, Instead of
m; theme, "The Christian's Friendmaking this public appeal, why did not that paper conships."
exsult with Candidate Sulzer. Ho could have fully
Evening service at 7:30. The pasplained tho methods of his old friend Dudley of Indiana,
tor will speak.
whose blocks of five became so notorious years ago.
Strangers cordially welcome and
Christian Science services at 11 o'
Thus the Journal had been saved the necessity of ex- clock
Invited to all the services
the Woman's Club rooms In the nubile
at
posing the weakness of its following.
the Commercial Club building, corner of tho church.
of Fourth street and Gold avenue.
The Citizen is indebted to Charles Hoe for a copy of
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Cor
St. John' Episcopal
"The Star of Chile," published at Valparaiso, August 25, ner of Fourth street andChurch
Silver aveor nine days after the beginning of the great earthquake nue. Morning prayer and sermon hy
NEW YORK STOCKS.
there and while earth tremors were still recurring. The Kev. A. O. Harrison at 11 o'clock.
o
entire issue Is devoted to the horrors of the catastrophe.
Following quotations received by 1
Mr. Roe will he remembered as manager for the Singer
Immaculate Conception Church
F. J. Graf & Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
Karly mass at 7 o'clock.
Sewing Machine company, having his headquarters in
Correspondents for l.ogan & Bryan,
High mass and sermon at 9:30.
Phone Colo. Red 92.
Eg
J
this city for several years, while his supervision ex133
on American Sugar
Evening
conference
service
and
tended over a large part of this southwestern country. Catholic doctrine, 7:30.
111V4
Amalgamated Copper
74ty
Mr. Roe Is still with the Singer people, having charge
American Locomotive
1541
of their South American interests.
Christian Church Corner of Gold American Smelters
His thoughtfulness
44
Broadway, Ernest h. American Car Foundry
In sending The Citizen a copy of "The Star" shows that avenue and
269Vj
Crawford, minister.
Anaconda
at the
his old home has by no means been forgotten. The pa119
Sunday school at 10 a. m.
Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Baltimore & Ohio
per, which Is published In English by the Imprenta
78
hy the ininiBter at 11 a. Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
company, bears this Imprint: "Vol. III.. No. in.'). lit. Preaching
51 Vi
A choice line of Imported Goods DiColorado Futl & Iron
and 7:30 p. m.
LUMP
BEST
CLARKVILLE
'
2u
Price
cents."
17V4
Chicago, Great Western com
o
rect from Italy.
PER TON
$6.50
43
Congregational Church on Broad- Erie com
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE
AMERICAN
BLOCK
BEST
way,
at the east end of viaduct. Rev.
143
& Nashville
000000X00XXXXX)XXXVXKXXXX)
we handle
the best
,$6.50
PER TON
Vt
J. W. Barron pastor. Morning service Mexican Central
meats and a full line of choice gro8 JAPANESE SCHOOL QUESTION
at 11 o'clock, topic of sermon "A Man Missouri Pacific
94
ceries.
A Seen hy the World; as Seen hy Ills National
74 Vs
Lead
LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI.
8
as
Friend; as Seen hy Himself and
IS SERIOUS IN CALIFORNIA
g
New York Central
'...1284
by
at Ontario & Western
God." Evening service
Seen
45V4
00XXXX0XXXXXXXX0XXX00XXXXS)
7:30. Pastor will give a lecture to Pennsylvania
140
140'i
Reading com
A dispatch represents the Japanese press and people all indoor workers.
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
27
Island com
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR
feeling on this
Highland
Episcopal Rock
as exceedingly angry at the
Methodist
We keep the quality of our bread
91'i
Southern
Pacific
South Corner of head ave- St. Paul
17m
coast, and especially at our exclusion of all children ot Church,
up to the highest. This is possible
nue and South Arno street. Her. Soui hern Railway com
33
Oriental pareut.ve from the schools of this city, exo pt STierlock Huggett will fill the pulpit I'nion Pacific
by using;
182
morning and evening.
United States Steel com
t.. 47
the special schools designed for their accommodation.
Morning service at 11 a. m.
SOUTH
502
FIRST
STREET.
The Best Flour,
lOCVi
United States Steel pfd
Very likely there is much talk. Japan lias its irresponsiSuhioct. "The Peace of Mind in Re Greene
25
Cons
The Best Labor,
ligion."
report
The
country.
80
Copper Range
ble sensational press as well as tills
K'veniug service at 7:30 p. in.
The Best Methods,
up.
111
matter
Sulijcctfi "The Power of the Name." North Butte
that the Japanese government Is taking the
62
Dominion
.
Old
fortu-be
Strangers are cordially invited to Butte Coalition
not only in mixing; and baking, but
36
however, may be uls.nissed as all rot. It would
a he present.
!....i.i
it im for It would probably lead to
also in taking- care of and selling:
Do t; m n
'""i iov " "i
by coo
Kansas City Livestock.
Comer
First
Presbyterian
Church
rational discussion of the entire racial question
the bread. If you want the best
Kansas City, Oct. 1'7. Cattle
In duo tune it
of Silver avenue and Fifth street. Rev.
of both countries.
i......i.i.-- ri
l.iKiii, including 100 southern
yet.
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
quite
Sunday
A.
Cooper,
pastor.
not
HhkIi
I.
i. ..i.i
i.i" unit
'
' in iiroliablv
"
steady. Native steers
$4. 00 (it 5.75;
,.r,.,.ti
i""""'"
schoiii us usual at 0:45 a. m.
'
'
As to the schools, the Japanese go fi " "
So
4. 75; southern
southern steers
Morning service at 11 a. in.
PIONEER BAKERY,
understands that the people ot this state are not uwl.tr
Subject, "An Appeul For M.mliu- as cows liMHCii 2.90; imive cows and
Japateach
to
207
SOUTH FlftBT STREET.
heifers $2.00(114.75: stockcrs and feedthe slightest obligation to tax themselves
at the PotR"
ers $2.75(fr4.75: bulls $2.103.50; calnese the Knglish language or to admit Oriental pupils at
Evening service ai 7:30 p. in.
Subject, "Purpose, the Haekbolli of ves $'.'.75ii ti.50 ; wcbteru steers $3.50 Funeral Director and Licensed Emhalmer THE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
all iu;o our schools where their presence may be distastei.". 25; western rowg $2.2503.75.
have
we
that
Character."
of
the
view
fact
ful to o,u own people. In
- IB2
Sheep receipts 1,000. Market nomiStrangers are cordially invited to
buildings to accommodate our
nut in ,:. city
rilOneS Automatic
colormdo, Blk 209
strong.
$40O5t5.5O;
Muttons
nally
a
'tend.
our
NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
own pupils ihe Japanese government will see that
lambs $5.75f 7.35; range welhirs Corntr Fifth mad Railroad Avenu
prov
t.f special Schools for tho instruction of Orien
First Baptist Church Corner of $4.50W5.75; fed ewes $3.73(55.15.
No. 118 Weit Silver Avenue.
tals is an act of the most kindly consideration on our part. Lead avenue and Broadway Sunday
E. GALLOWAY. Manager.
J.
Chicago
Stock.
Live
of
the school at 9:50 a. in., J. A. Hammond
Tht Japanese government also knows that, in view
O. D.
C.
receipts
27.
Cattle
Chicago,
Oct.
superintendent.
depond-deuci.'- S
restriction piuccd on our people In Japan and lis
Public worship at 11 a. m. and 7:30 500, steady. Beeves $3.8507.00; cows
Scientific Optician
it is in no position to complain If we should
5.15: calves' $5.00
I' m., with sermons bv the pastor, J. and heifers $1.40
forto exercise the right which the Japanese have
W. T. Mc.Niel.
and feeders $2. tin
fi7.75; Mocker
THE CELEBRATED
mally recognized by treaty to exclude those classes of
4.50.
Young People's meeting a! t : 45.
Sheep receipts 3,oiMl. Market stead v.
their
whose presence here Is certain to result in organ I'rtlude Epithalomium ....
yearlings $5 4041
R. Huntington Woodman sheep $3.25(fl 5.50;
conditions and acts which would interrupt the friendly
relations between the two nations. There is no objec- Airhein Rock of Ages. . Dudley Buck i.5o; iambs $4 5oJ 7.IJ5.
Miss Hale, Soloist.
tions here to the presence of any number of Japanese
Metal Market.
Intermezzo
Delihcs
students, merchants, travelers and financiers. No other Offertory
and
27. Copper
New York, Oct.
CMorus ..Th. Dubois
Postluile
Grand
;
classes of Am ricans desire to go to Japan. We are In a
lead quiet unchanged.
EVENING SERVICE.
position to demand of Japan that she shall give to Ameri Oinan Prelude Meditation
St. Louis Wool Market.
cans of those classes the same perfect freedom In Japan
Ed. Lemaigre
St. Louis, Oct. 27. Wool steady and
Bottled In Bond.
Saint-Saenand its ib pendencies which the Japanese of those ( lasses ( itTertory n.evurie
unchanged.
Today
Male
quartet
"Just
for
enjoy in tho i'nitel Slates. At present there is no such
WT"
Spelter.
freedom to our people. We are in a position, either with Mi ssrs. McNiel, Palmer, Cadby and
steady,
Oollister.
St. Louis Oct. 27. Spelter
or without tin- - .consent of Japan, to exclude the clases Post !ti.i Marchi
Solenelle
$ii.
who live by manual labor. Japan is at perfect liberty to
Distillers.
Ch. Gounod
exclude American laborers from that country. We desire
Hu.-i- Futrelle-GideoOrganist.
Mme Humbert, lust released from
KY.
FRANKFORT,
to continue on friendly terms with Japan both for sentiD
a French prison, says she etill beEYES
But
Episcopal
FREE
TESTED
Church
First
Methodist
millions.
Crawford
tlie
in
lieves
and
mental
commercial reasons. There Is but one way to He. .1. ('. Rollins, D. 1)., pastor. Tha
CORRECTFIT GUARANTEED
unfortunately nobody else does.
do it and tint ., to Keep Japanese manual laborers out of
cliun li is located on the corner ol
MELINI & EAKIN
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
DINthe country our workmen will never bother Japan. As Soipti Third street and l'ad Avenue.
TO
EARLY
GET AROUND
Sola Agents.
TOMOR
COLUMBUS
Sunday school meets promptly at NER AT THE
lor jiving up our civilization for that of Japan, which
HAIR WORK,
Morning worship ut 11 ROW. THEY ARE GOING TO MAVfe
a. in.
N. M.
Albuquerque,
nini-- t
follow the free admission of Japanese coolies, we
The pastor will preach; sub- BAKED CHICKEN WITH OYSTER
Automatic Phone. li9.
don't do It. und the J;U)1inese and I'nited States govern-ineut- s o'clock.
auyoiiu
Mrs.
at
Kutherforo,
home
tu
WITH
PORK
ROAST
Busy
People."
ject. "God's Call to
DRESSING.
combined cannot make us do It. San Francisco Special music by the choir.
CRANBERRY SAUCE, HOME MADE wanting huir work done, every Wednesday, at 517 South Broadway.
p.
Chronicle.
Kpworth league at t:30 o'clock
PICCALILLI AND PUMPKIN PIE.

COAL

near Kettner, in the ZunI mountains, on Thursday of
tbls week, his saloon having been destroyed by dyna
mite on the preceding Saturday night. It is said that
Padilla is a bad character and that his place hail been
of bad reputation. On the other hand it Is bald that
there are two or more other places In the same neighborhood but within the prohibited proximity to a working camp and licensed within the prohibited uearness to
aa election. It ia also said that at these places orgies
are usual which would have put to shame the worst days
of the nortorious Michigan lumber camps. Fadlila had
made these charges and had announced his intention of
prosecuting the other people. This may account for the

repre-iteuto-

-

LOUUUN'S JLRSEY FARM

ACT OF SIMPLE JUSTICE
The Citizen gave a full account yesterday of the

The cartoon in the
four lather hard
ers, throwing questions
tions are either too silly
been shown to oe only

HATS

Worship

ponse fund was $16,530, with an added fund for feeding
prisoners, which was $9,918. So the "reform" admlnls-- .
tration had for county current expenses $26,448, or
28 more for county current expenses than the republicans had. Whence came this money? Taken by the
"reformers" out of the pockets of the people. Whither
aid It go? Now don't all speak at once.
In 1906, under glorious reform, the county current
expense fund Is $18,503, and the feeding prisoners' fund
. was, In addition, $11,102, making a total of current county expense fund of $29,605, or an Increase over the last
year of alleged republican extravagance of $13,786, or
only $2,033 less than double the current county expense
fond under the last republican administration.
Where
' did this nearly double sum of money come from? Out
f the taxpayers' pockets. Where did It go? Echo answers, Wliere?
Reader, If you are a taxpayer, and you are, either
directly or Indirectly, Is It not time to pause and think
whether you are not getting too much sugar for a cent?
Reform, real reform, la good, but Is not this spurious
.
article coming rather high?

know-nothin-

27, 1W6.
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o
o
o
Young Men's Overcoats $ 0 to $20
o
o
Young Men's Suits - 10 to 20
Children's Overcoats $5.00 to $10
o
o
Children's Suits - $3.50 to $8.00
o
o
Men's and Boy's Sweaters 75c to $5
o
o
Men's and Boy's Hats and
o
o
Caps
25c to $6.00
o
o
o
UNDERWEAR-$1.- 00
to $8.00 per Suit Q
o
o
S H OES
Nettleton Fine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00, Forbush $3.50 to $4.00 o
o
o
O BOY'S SHOES
BOY'S CAPS o
O

O

Where To

current expense fund was $15,819. Out of this the prisoners had to be fed. In 1905, under the present grand
and glorious reform movement, the county current

assassination

BOY'S

Grocery Gomp'y.

'

FIGURES

OCTOBER

"

cause of men taxes
assessment rolls the assessed valuj of
the Democrat Publishing company on all its property is
given at $8,000. when its owners openly and brazenly
boast that the property Is worth over $ino,oot and fhat
Here Is
they would not sell It for that price.
he true explanation why taxes are high In the Duke city.
The territorial tax In Bernalillo Is the same as elsewhere In the territory; the county taxes are circumscribed by law and are, comparatively speaking, low.
The city of Albuquerque has issued large amounts of
of school
bonds for the purpose of the construction
houses and municipal Improvements; In order to pay
the Interest on these bonds tax levies had to be made.
"The Hubbells" are certainly not responsible for
these. It were better for the respectable and good citizens of the people's ticket, and there are several., had
they a decent and fair newspaper advocate. The cowardly, dastardly and blackmailing work of the Fakir
Journal only hurts their cause. There are good citizens
and honest men on both tickets in Bernalillo county;
there is no Just cause for the dirty abuse and low vilifying of republican candidates which has been the order
of the day by the Fakir Journal.
'
The false accusations and untrue charges against
several of the republican candidates by that sheet are a
disgrace to Journalism, and a shame and reproach to
the many respectable and patriotic citizens of the Duke
city. They are nauseous and abhorrent or at least ought
to be so to every man of self respect and who cares for
the good name and fair fame of the territory. This foul
course of the Fakir Journal cannot do the candidates on
the people's ticket any good, quite the reverse; it can
but injure their cause. New Mexican.
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Cash Register Found Rifled Nominated at the Convention Will Be Here Monday and Alining and Stock Raising
Tuesday Nights of
Held in Bernalillo
Center Continues Its
Across Street-UnknoNext Week.
Yesterday.
Growth.
Native Arrested.
The convention at Bernalillo, yesterday, to place in '.he field a ticket
for legislative and county offices concluded its labors late in the afternoon, afur nuking the following nominations:
For sheriff Kmlliano M. Sandoval.
For treasurer and
collectorJesus M. Sandoval.
For Judge of the probate court J.
H. Ourule.
For probate clerk Luciano Mondra-gon- .

The Olorlptta saloon and restaurant
North First street was
entered after midnight last night by
burglars who broke a glass from the
from door and crawled through the
opening. This morning the cash register was found under some trees immediately across the street rifled of
its contents. There was $33 and
Rome small change in the register at
closing up time last night, according
to the statements of Joe Dazzo, the
bartender.
An unknown native of Mexico was
arrested this morning on suspicion by
and Rossi.
Patrolmen Highbargain
Several flasks of whisky, which were
identified as being in the Baloon stock,
were found on his person and $5 in
money. He Is Incarcerated at the city
Jail pending Investigation.
L. Donese, proprietor of the saloon
was not In this afternoon when a reporter for The Evening Citizen called
at the saloon.
Joe Dazzo, the bartender, is positive the man arrested is the perpetrator of the burglary but does not
know whether 'he .had a confederate
or not. He thinks the native had a
confederate.
"He came In liere several days ago
and wanted something to eat," said
me if I knew
Dazzo, "and asked
where he could get a job. I gave him
something to eat and be washed lish-ip- s
in the restaurant. I secured a
place for him at the lumber mill and
he only worked there a short time,
about a day I believe. He said the
work was too hard for him. Last
night he came in here with a female
companion and asked me for a dollar.
I told him I had no money and he
went away. This was about 10 o'clock.
I don't see where he got those bottles
of liquor and that money they found
on him unless it came from this
place."

lo

B.
F.
For school superintendent
Perea.
For commissioner, nrst disinct
I'reclliano Archuleta.
For surveyor Chas. W. Eckert.
For river commissioners Nacario
(iallegos, Albino Valdez, Mariano
I.uls Garcia, Juan P. Gutierrez.
For delegates to constitutional convention John W. Sullivan, Alfredo J.
Otero.
The nominations of Thos. B. Catron of Santa Fe county, and Esqulpula
Baca of Pena Blanca, for territorial
legislative council and house of rep-- '
resentatlves, respectively, were endorsed, and their names will be placed
upon the people's ticket of Sandoval
county.
Resolutions were introduced and
unanimously adopted, favoring joint
statehood for New Mexico and Arizona; the administrations of President
Roosevelt and Governor Hagerman.
J. H. Madden was selected as the
permanent chairman ot the convention; C. F. Spader, permanent secretary, and J. Alcarlo Montoya as interpreter.
The nomination of the above ticket,
as stated in The Evening Citizen yesterday afternoon, will l iake the fight
a very interesting one in Sandoval
county, and places two factions of the
Htrong and extensive family of Sandoval in the field against each other.
The leaders of the factions are Alejandro Sandoval for the regular reALBUQUERQUE FOLK ARE
publican ticket, against Jesus M. Sandoval of the people's ticket. Both are
LOVERS OF MUSIC brothers.
.

,.

OF ESREMARKABLE GROWTH
TABLISHMENT INDICATIVE
OF THE PUBLIC TASTE.
That the people of Albuquerque are
lovers of music is attested by the re
markable growth of the business of
I.earnard Sc. Lindemann at 206 West
Uold avenue. In 1900 this firm established itself in business in the Duke
City, and within the past six years
the business has been so successful
that the proprietors 'of the popular
music store contemplate starting several branch stores in New Mexico. Mr.
l.earnard departs for the east shortly
after the holidays to make arrangements for the opening of the branch
stores. It has not been definitely decided where the stores will be located.
Possibly one will be opened in Arizona.
"There is a marked Increase In the
trade in Victor talking machines and
Edison phonographs," said Mr. Learn-ar.last evening at the conclusion
of a selection on a beautiful new
piano and player combined. "We are carrying a largo line
of records for both these machines
and each month the manufacturers
send us the latest productions as they
come out. I would scarcely venture a
guess .us to how many phonographs
there are in Albuquerque. There must
bo quite a number for we are constantly receiving calls for new records.
Our easy payment proposi'ion is one
thing that makes music popular. It
has placed some kind of musical Instrument in many homes where it
would not have been otherwise. The
people realize that the payments are
asy to meet and they get so much
return for their money they consider
a musical instrument a good investment and it Is."

VARSITY MEETS MINERS

at
30.

Colombo

Tickets

AT TRACTION

PARK

SOCORRO AGGREGATION
EXPECT
TO MAKE IT INTERESTING

WITH STRAIGHT
FOOTBALL.
On the gridiron at Traction park
this afternoon the University of New
Mexico team meets the warriors from
the School of Mines at Socorro, and
a hotly contested football game is In
anticipation.
The School of Mines team arrived
here this morning and is quartered at
the sUurges hotel. Accompanying the
team is Prof. R. P. Noble, president
of the institution. He Is optimistic of
the result of the game. The Socorro
team, according to announcement,
will play straight foot ball and will
depend upon team work In the contest. They are in good shape and
hope to make things interesting for
tne varsity.
The university players expect to
take the game this afternoon. The
team is in good shape and their re
cent games have assisted materially
in rounding them into shape.
They
will have the usual line-u- p
with plen
ty of substitutes in case of accident.
The aggregation from Socorro will
line up as follows: Kibe, center; Miller, right guard; Moore, right tackle
M. Smith, right
end;
Utter, left
guard; Robbins, left tackle; Strand,
left end; fiverheart. right halfback;
Hilton, left halfback; Klrchman, fullback; Schmidt, quarterback.
Substitutes. Hall and lientley; Umpire,
Batchelder.
There will be plenty of routine: at
the game and the weather, while a
warm for football, is otherwise
annual ball of the Jolly trifle
College colors are much
association will be given propitious.
evidence alout the streets of Alhall on Tuesday, October in
buquerque today.
$1, ladies free.

SUNDAY DINNER
AT THE
WILL INCLUDE
BAKED
CHICKEN, ROAST PORK, HOME
MADE PICCALILLI AND PUMPKIN
PIE LIKE DELIA USED TO MAKE.

S

MILLER

RECOVERING
.

.

FROM BULLET

WOUNDS

Most dlsfiKuriiiK
. uptions.
skin
J. 1.. Miller, the man who was shot
scrofula, pimples, rashes, etc., are due
while assirtline a citv officer tn ar
ti Impure blood.
Burdock lilood Hi- rest
a couple of men during fair time,
tters is a cleansing blood tonic. Makes
had his injured leg operated ujion
you clear-eyeyesterday by Dr. Raster and the' bulla extracted.
It is au ugly looking
slug that had flattened against the
bone. .Miller went to work before he
should have done so, as he was entirely out of means and lacked
ntcessitles of life. His leg swelled
and l'ot much worse and when he
went ti the doctor the latter decided
to remove the bullet. Miller is at
the Kl Dorado. He is entirely without money ami will not be able to do
any work far a week or two. Optic
The Evening Citizen has been inat 212 South Second Street formed
that J. L. Miiler, mentioned
above, is th same J. 1,. Miller, who
was one of the county commissioners
of tills county years ago, and resided
in Bernalillo, after which he moved to
this city, and shortly afterward disappeared.
clear-brained- ,

clear-skinne-

d.

THAT LAMP

SHOWS WHAT

Mitchner's
Lights...
WILL DO.

ELECTRIC LIGHT SERVICE
SOON

TO BE RENEWED

EXPERT JONES FROM MILWAU
KEE NOW WORKING ON CRIPPLED GENERATORS MATERIALS ALL HERE.
An expert electrician in the person
ot K.
Jones, is here from the National Electric company of Milwaukee,
uud under his BUpervisipn work Is now
rapidly progressing at the local electric light plant. The crippled generator, jt u said, will soon- be in full
working order again and the usual
service, so badly impeded for the past
ten days, renewed. U is understood
also that all material necessary for
the repairs is now on the ground.
-

Better Take a Peep

at It

TonlghU

Mat-son'-

s

Ot-tlli- o

INDEPENDENT
.

OF

FROM

RE- -'

NOVEL

YOUNG

A

REQUEST
GIRL

WANTS INTRODUCTION
A

WHO
TO

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable
s,
Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
'
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

COWBOY.

Fin-ishe-

Several days ago Chief of Police
Special Correspondence.
McMlllin received, among his usual
A reMagdalena, N. M., Oct.
morning liiallj a letter from a young
markable change has taken place in woman who Is anxious to be lntro-- I
Magdalena the past year. Where a duced, by letter or otherwise, to some
year ago was one large merchandise eowlKiy who is exceptionally good.
'The letter reads as follows:
supply house that of the
ll
"Dear Sir I would like to request
company," one of tlie best a favor of you. i want to be intro
known and most stable concerns In duced, through a letter, or given the
tthe territory now are two such In- name or address of some
stitutions. The concern is the Ranch young cowboy or rancher.
Supply company, general merchandise
"I have always lived in the city
and all that the name Implies, under and for some reason the men whom
the able management of George H. I have met here in society do not
Brown, formerly with ) B. futney suit me. 1 would like to meet some
& Co., of Albuquerque.
Everybody In cowboy or rancher, as 1 love the free
Albuquerque knows George Brown. He and easy life of the country.. I ask
had an insurance office In the Albu- this favor of you liecause 1 know a
querque Traction company
office man in your position must be upbuilding for a few months before em right and honorable. 1 am really
barking In business at Magdalena.
serious In my request and don't wish
A new general store by Garcia & to be made sport of or told anything
Garcia, not as large as the oJher con that is untrue.
cerns mentioned, with four saloons
"I will give you tome Idea of ihe
and several residences are other im man I would like to meet. He must
provements at Magdalena within the be not particularly
handsome, but
year, and still flic place is growing.
I
lo not
refined.
and
I tie Magdalena Development com
object to a man's smokli g or taking
pany Is a corporation organized to an occasional
no not care
drink,
supply the town with water. The to meet a drunkard orbut
gamb'er.
planB of the company are these: A
"I would prefer that he owned his
wen has been dug b the old Cook own ranch or cattle,
but would not
ranch three miles from town toward object to a superintendent or foreKelly and an abundance of water man.
was found at a depth of forty feet.
"This may
like the writing
This water will be pumped into a of an old maid,sound
but 1 am still In my
reservoir and carried from there to teens, and oh, well, never mlud about
the town through
pipes by my looks.
gravitation. The pipes are now being
"Hoping this will not be too much
laid.
I will ever feel grateful to
Among the prominent people of trouble
you
interest you take
Magdalena is a man whose name is in mefor whatever
and my request.
familiar to all ihe old timers' of Al"Yours respectfully,
buquerque. Pete McFarland. who was
"Miss
warehouse foreman for Gross, Kelly &
"
,
California.
Co., of Albuquerque for 17 years, and
"P. iS. lie must be an American
only went to Magdalena two years
ago. The experience Mr. McFarland and single."
received under the tuteolage of Geo.
HAVE YOUR TIN WORK
DONE
Arnot. manager for Gross. Kellv & 8UBJECT TO YOUR OWN APPROVCo., has secured for him the trust AL AT THE NEW 8TAR TIN 8HOP.
worthy position of warehouse man LOUIS F. STUECKEL, PROPRIETOR
ager for the big
315 WEST COPPER AVENUE. AUTO- company. Mr. McFarland speaks of MATIC PHONE 648.

RUG DEPARTMENT is a revelation to those who
visit It, because of the great variety of Domestic Rugs
from the best looms.
OUR

llerker-BlacKwe-

ALBERT FA
BER
....

well-to-d-

Only In Use Two Months

good-looki-

New and

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially. If ehe ten you to order
MOk of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no neoss, (K you ehooid te
ret the order), that yon could met
find It, for oTftry flraC-otatromm
bandies EMPRESS. Too Trill
w7
find good bread, good bieoulte, gee
pastry and moat Important of all.
good cheer to greet yon irfcen jM
come home for your dinner. Try H
EMPRESS FLOUR le the Empreee at
'
all ether.
.

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE!
TWO NIGHTS

hKeceeeceeeo

FRENCH BAKERY

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

29

OCTOBER

AND

30

213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

STEVENS & DOWYER, Proprietors

THE LQMDARDI GRAND OPERA CO.

.... PRESENTING ....

last

night, at the Zelger Cafe restaurant, upstairs, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hesselden, prominent members
of the I. O. of U G. entertained the
other club members at one of the
finest suppers inmaginable, and Chef
Goetz really did credit to himself.
The members present, besides Mr.
and Mrs. Hesselden, were: Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Cox, Mr. and Mrs. F. W.
Schaalmaack, Mr. ?.nd Mrs. C. A.
Hudson, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Fillmore,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gilman, Mrs. Twist
and Ed. B. Harsch. During the supper Mrs. De Wolff on the harp and
Mr. Kenna on the banjo rendered delightful music.
The ladles of the club meet once a
week at the homes of the members,
when the subject of "lunch grabbing"
takes precedent over other gossip.
and once a month a lunch is given,
such as last night, at which the ladles allow their husbands to attend.
Such was the case last night and the
male members of the club had as
much fun as the female members.
It is understood at the next weekly
meeting the names of Mr. and Mrs
Nash will be balloted upon for mem
bership.

UUTTER NUT.
DREAD

Monday Night "III Trovatore"
Tuesday Night "Faust"
POSITIVELY GRANDEST MUSICAL ATTRACTION
Seats on. sale at

M

75c,

arson's Saturday, October 27 at
J1.50. Box Seats $2.0i.

ft,

9

Better

Than

Home-Mad-

FINK LINE OP,
CAKES
Always on Hand.

e.

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

OF SEASON

$

eeOeeeexc

o'clock. Price

Convenience - Comfort - Security
Hay,

F. PALMER
J.
Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

telephone makes the
lighter,
duties
the cares less,
i
and the worries fewer.
The

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street.
Both Phones.

The telephone

preserve

your

health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

'

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Albuquerque's

IS YOUR NAME

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe

Greatest Silk Sale

WRITTEN THERE

REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

12

Midnight

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

The fact that this is the last day for
registration of voters in the county
election has caused increased activity
at the different registration preclnts.
i iie compiled lists of names recorded
up to t o'clock last night have been
hung out for inspection and correction
and numbers of late comers have reg
Istered during the day. Six o'clock
this evening is the limit and if your
name is not "written there" or correction made before that hour you will
nave missed out.

Alwaya Ready to Serve

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water

Starts right after breakfast Thursday morning
every piece of silk in our store has been re-

TWENTY-THRE-

chinch yesterday afternoon a union
missionary society meeting was held
at which societies of the different
1'iotestant churches of Albuquerqae
were represented.
A permanent organization of the union is probable.
At the meeting yesterday Mrs. Van
t'leve spoke on "Christ for All," Mrs.
Minnis read an Interesting paper on
"Mission Work in the Methodist Episcopal Church, South," Miss Richards
offered timely thought upon "The
Past of N w Mexico," Mrs. Schiitt
discussed "The White Field of New
Mexico," Miss Sal-e- r
told of mission
work In the south, and Miss AicAlplne
reviewed "Practical Mission Work In
Our Societies." Musical numbers were
offered by the Harwood home girls,
Misses Waiker, Ramsay and Kiumons.

On Ice

311 SOUTH riRST STREET
La Veta Rooming Bouse ia Connection, 113 West Lead

duced in price staples and the season's most
wanted novelties all alike are effected.

In the parlors of the Presbyterian

r.

H. O'RIELLY & CO.
LEADING

E

DRUGGISTS,--

a

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

BOTH PHONES

Money Saving Revelations

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

OoMnt Them

KEEP OUT THE COLD WINDS.
HUDSON
FOR
WINDOW
SEE

'

GLASS.

i

TONIGHT! TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.

MS

KREAM

'210

I

fon

R

.Stfdn

41

BARNETT, Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

o o

o o

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

oeoeoeow

It Is the Little Thing's

SEE HAND BILLS WITH PARTICULARS AT YOUR DOCR

YOURS
FOR
THE
TAKIN- GFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPH ANT.

Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no ovxr,

Ranges

& CO.,

BORRADAILE

g

Perfect Condition

Second-han- d

Becker-Blackwe-

I

TONIGHTI TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.

Staab Building;

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER

i

ORDER

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

j

o

d

The hrst
Haymakers'

Tickets for the sale of seats to tbe
performance to be given at Elks' op
era house next Monday and Tuesday
nights by the famous Lombard! Opera company, were opened at
store this morning, and for several hours Mr. Matson and two clerks
were kept exceedingly busy handing out tickets to local theater-goers-.
If the crowd at the Matson store this
morning is any criterion from which
to judge, the two performances by
this famous company, in this city
next week, will be largely attended.
The company performed at El Paso,
and the Times in its criticism of
"Faust"' says:
"Faust" was sung last night. The
soloists were superb and the chorus
wag at its best. 1 here did not seem
to be a flaw In the performance and
it was one note of melody after an
other, blended so perfectly that the
listeners sat almost In rapture. There
were storms of applause at every climax and the principals were frequently forced to respond to encores. O.
liombardi, who sung the role of Me- phlsto, was railed twice In the third
act. and Marguerite (Miss Blanca
Nunez) had to repeat selections on
several occasions. Miss Nunez made
a very sweet Marguerite and many
said she looked the part more thor
oughly than any one they had ever
seen enact It here; Bhe has the face,
the figure and the voice just such as
one would imagine the Marguerite in
real life to possess. The Faust of
'Salvaneschl was excellent. Both
M. Salvaneschl and Miss Nunez were
new principals, who had not appeared
before in the El Paso engagement.
Miss Mary Millon as Siebel, Angelo
Antolo as Valentine, C. Vizardelll as
Wagner and Miss F. Franceschlin as
Martha were equal to their roles and
their singing added much to the
pleasure of the performance.
in the second and
The troopers
third acts rendered some choruses
that were exquisite and In the last
act, with harp accompaniment by
Miss Lucia Cimin), the singing of the
trio, Faust, Marguerite and Mephisto,
waa Itself worth sitting through the
whole evening to hear.
The company carries an orchestra
of fifteen people, directed by Cav.
Levegott, and the direction is
excellent for such a young man; he is
clever and sincere and he gets all the
melody out of every piece.
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his life and many friends In Albuquerque in the warmest of tprmst. Pete
bus lost about' ten pounds since going
to Magdalena but he says that he Is
still In the ring.
Dr. M. K. Wylder and Frank Storts
were Magdalena visitors on Thursday.
r. A. Huuneii is snipping n.uuu
at
fine lambs to Colorado parties
prices between $.1.25 and $3.40 per
says
Mr. Hubbell
that politics
head.
are a side Issue with him.

STILL KEEP

GRAND OPERA

IN SANDOVAL

EVENING

t'Ol'NT.

Wan r luIliiiK, a ilrop at a time, will
wear away the hardest rook. It was
the last Ktruw that broke th.; i aniel's lack.
soou
uve
A little money
xuve.l rKUlariy will
;niimitit to a comfortable sum. A little siueil from your
income each month will wear away the li.titiU of poverty.
Kvery Miiull
counts itul makes the total of oar
:t
nt;s larger.
A Umk account
ht.s you something to think about.
It will Keen yon busy; it will furnish you a safa place
to put your baviiiRs; it will help you to save your mnr.ey
; ;t will put method Into jour saving.
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WAS SPANISH

A MOOD y

S

TRAMPS?

Found Lying Near Extinct
Camp Fire Near Lamy.
Horribly Burned.
as

Hie Immediate cause ff the death of
I.ir.wood C. Spanish, the young man
ho, was found terrilily lyned and

A desperate effort Is being made in
Albuquerque to discredit the regular
republican remit y organization. The
leaders of an opposition tlcktt are
making a house to house canvas for
support. They are telling you that
they stand for reform In counly government; for the destroying of boss-Ism- ;
for clean politics; that If elected
they will save the counly thousands
of dollars njinually over previous
years; that they are Impelled by motives of patriotism, self protection and
superior qualifications that the regular
republican ticket is composed of a
gang of grafters, imbeciles and politi-

cal tricksters.
Jx4. tis scan briefly the pages in the

In an nn rose Ions condition nt Ijimy

his injuries
and
nt St. Vincent's hospital In Santa Fe.
The remains were shipped by express
for burial at the old home of the deceased In Greenwood, Delaware.
Mr. Spanish when found was lying
In proximity to thf coal chute at
Ijuuy.
He was frightfully burned
about the eyes unci mouth and lioth
of his legs were also badly burned.
How he came to be injured will prob-ebl- y
never be known but the supposition is that he was beating Ills way
on ft freight train and was thrown off
by tramps after being assaulted and
robled. He prolably fell Into the
probers of a camp fire and thus sustained the severe burns. This theory
is borne out by the fact that he was
lying close to the cinders of an extinct
fire when found.
This was on the morning of October1
10. The young-"mawas taken to San-tfa- ,
Fe on the first train and placed in
tit. Vincent's hospital. It was thought
at the time that he could survive only
a. tew hours hut he appeared to be
when lockjaw developed and
resulted In his death Wednesday.
Ills Idenlty was revealed by h uiatoK
book which was found In his coat
pocket bearing the name of L. C.
Spanish, Greenwood, Delaware, and
certifying that he was a member of
Iteaver Daw Tribe No. 38, Improved
Order of Red Men. E. McElroy of
Ijis Vegas, Great Chief of Records or
the order in New Mexico, was notified
of the circumstances, and at once
communicated with the young man's
father, and gave instructions to nave
everything possible done for the vicwTio
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Consolidated Liquor Company

(With apologies to Stuart Maclean,
and ns sung by the Morning Journal

Successors to

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

Duet Club.)

you believe Ironi your knowledge
the candldaus on the regular republican ticket aa; they are a gang
of grafters and tricksters?
t an you compare the candfilatcs on
these two tickets, man for man, and
arrive at a decision favorable to the
people's ticket a decision that wiil
Justify you In deserting the republican
ticket In the territory at a time when
the Interests of the territory depend
republican majorso largely upon
ity?
Can you consistently lend your aid
to building up a political machine in
the county a machine which acknowledges allegiance to no party and
no principles beyond pelfish i.iterest?
After you have listened to the superlative claims of the leader of the
people's ticket, turn on tae tunc light
learn for
of hornet investigation;
yourself whether this ticket is entitled to your support. Behind the
tinseled trappings you will find the
truth. The mure thorough your investigation, the more ardent will be
your support f the republican party
and republican principles.
f

SATURDAY,

A GIOMI.

,

WMOLmmALK DKALERa IN

Sing h ballad of reform;
Everything must better be;
Dairy sausage from the farm
Now Just what It claims to be;'
Each Insurance company
WVirthy of congrat illation r
Evervthing from sua to Bea
With Its l'ttle reformation!

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

In Mtoek to outfit tbo
kpmott0vrythlng
fastidious bar eomploto

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwett for Jos. 8.
Schlitz, Wm, Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T. J. Mon-arcand other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best TMuerlea,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and inspect our
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price Ust,
Issued to dealers only.

h,

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

history of this organization which Is
asking you, MR. VOTER, TO CAST
Sing n ballad of reform;
YOUR BALLOT AGAINST THE REEvery voter now must see '
PUBLICAN PARTY AND REPUBLIGeneral Betiding SoppUes
Office grabbing Is the thing
CAN PRINCIPLES.
Which most needs reformed to be.
Three years ago the Morning JourHow can reformation work
nal, then the
was
When we are out and they are in?
not receiving what It regarded a lion's
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
'Twon't be worth a burro quirt
share of the county printing. It was
Unless we handle all the tin.
decided "to bring the county officers
to time." This decision was followed
by a few "hot shots" from the
FRANCE STILL VEXED BY
CHURCH AND STATE ROW
aimed at Frank A. and
Thos. S. Hubbell, then treasurer nnd
Paris, Oct. 21. Tho greater jiortlon
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
sheriff respectively. The hot shots of the session of Parliament which
w. H. MOODY.
lias oiiened here will be devoted to
were ignored, nnd the Journal-DemocrHALL, Proprietor
Washington, D. C. Oct. 27. I: is
saw more good county printing the vexed church and state quesIron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Care; fkaftiaa.
definitely determined that Attorney going to other shops. In a frenzy rage tions. The Catholic organs have inura.de twrs, mddu Metal; columns aid Iroa Treats
aY
General Win. H. Moody is to leave it denounced Frank A. Hubbell. chair- timated strongly that the Pope is now
Buildings.
' OSlKt
the president's cabinet January 1st. man of the county central committee. satisfied with the decree of the counX
Ropatrn on Mining mm$ mm Mmchinory m $tooat
So President
Roosevelt has told Again the longed for "salve of lucre" cil of state that the government will
x Foundry east side of railroad track.
AJkaqaereae, m. St.
friends, and Moody is also confirming was not applied, and then began the not recognize the taking over of
it to h's friends.
Journal's "war to the finish." Any church property by any association
The attorney general is to become a thing to bent Hubbell. That was the not in common with the regular bis- Sing a ballad of reform;
member of a law firm in Boston beginning, there is your motive, Mr. hop and hierarchy at Rome.
The
Cry
Hubbells down to death;
which is now carrying his name upon Voter, as you may already know if government, however, shows no dis- Praise the
Perfecto and Jesus
its stationary and office door. Some you were in touch with political af- position to accept
a compromise
With each strongly smelling; breath.
THE
people have thought it strange that fairs at that time. The Journal- - Dem which would make Rome and not But we know upon
the sly
Mr. Moody should have his name of- ocrat was "sore;
it made little effort France the arbiter of the regularity
Why we burn with indignation;
ficially associated with a firm In a pri at that time to conceal the real anl- - of associations tinder the law.
We must have those offices,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
vate practice while serving as cblef muB of its preliminary attacks on the
So we cry for reformation.
law officer of the government.
Hubbels. It finally hauled down the GUGGENHEIMS TAKING IN
KLONDIKE PROPERTIES
It is explained that this connec red flag of piracy from its masthead,
Lcmbsr, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote
Alaska. Oct. 27. Daniel and S. R.
tion was made while Mr. Moody was and nailed its present transparent
of gauze Reform, Purity, Guggenheim, mine owners. New York,
Mr. banner
still secretary of the navy.
In its place.
Moody did not think it worth while Anti-Gra- ft
As time today completed the negotiations for
First and Marqoette
Albuquerque, New Mexico
to withdraw his name when be lie- - passu!, it gradually gained u strag the purchase of. and formally took
over, a mining property known as
came attorney general and it is stat gling following of democrats and
republican bolters.
When Hunker Cren'k on the Yukon extended for him that he has taken no part
in the business of the Boston ' law Governor Otero, for personal poll' leal ing eight miles towards the Klondike
firm since he was attorney general. reasons, exercised his power to re river. The price has not been named
Mr. Moody does not hesitate to say move the Hubbells from office, the but the purchase is the largest placer
tim.
he expects In the future to em Journal crowed Ion and loud over mining transaction ever made. The
Although a telegram was sent to that
freely the knowledge of federal the fact as its personal victory. Well control of all the placer mines in tne
;him immediately and which he receiv- ploy
practice which his public duties has informed people Bmiled. Everyone of Yukon with the control also of prac- (Chorus
ed promptly J. S. Spanish, the father given him.
He expects within the them knew that the Journal's agita- tically all the water (tower in that Ah, well!iy the "full" Journal Force.).
of the. unfortunate young man, did not next few years
here's to great reform;
to make a large tion had no more to do with the gov section.
of his son's accident until sev- - amount In the practice
Let It spread from sea to sea;
ernor's action than had reform moof law.
Only
oral days later. Mr. McElroy sent the
here
it loses ch?.rm
to do with tho Journal. It was THE SOUTH IS AFTER
Whether Attorney General Moody tives governor's
message in the telepraghic code of
Everything's reformed but nie!
ENGLISH EMIGRANTS
idea of a strategical
in future appearing the
will
be
found
secretary
tribe
to
of
the
Liverpool,
the
England,
Mr.
Oct. 27.
:be order
as counsel for trusts, which some move Qn the chessboard of politics.
:at 'Greenwood, who by a coincidence other
Eliezer Nelll, special representative A NEVA BRIDGE TO CROSS
RI
attorney general is prosecuting, With neither of Its old county print'happened
to be the young man's is a question
comImmigration
RIVER AT KANSAS CITY
ing enemies in office, the Journal be- of the United States
he does not feel gan
father, hut the latter could not find called upon towhich
Kansas
City,
purMo.,
Oct.
mission has arrived here for the
27. The
its crusade to keep them out
discuss.
Outside Building Orders Solicited and Work
his code book, and forwarded the dis"keep the HubbellH from getting back pose of inducing1 intending emigrants Chicago, Burlington & Quiney railpatch by mall to the Great Chief of
road has commenced the constructure
In office and we may again have a from the north of England and ScotGuaranteed First-Clas- s.
Records of the state at Wilmington. of the attack is that Mr. Clcerelli friena who will treat us right." So land to settle In the southern states. of a bridge across the Missouri at
He waa shocked when he received the failed to hear any report of a gun, and we come down to the present cam- Mr. Nelll has with him a large quanti- this city to take the place of the old
: reply stating- that his son had keen
also that so far as he knows he has paign with the Journal rousing all Its ty of literature, showing the resources Hannibal bridge built fifty years ago
Given
N.
and would probably die within not an enemy in the world who would
coterie to "do anything of Georgia, Alabama, Florida, North which has been condemned. It is es.ate hours after the telegram was desire his death to the extent of com- to beat Hubbell"
Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia, timated that the cost of the new
mitting murder.
;ent.
bridge will be more than $1,000,900.
.Before the September primaries the
Fortunately the, bullet ' passed straws in the wind showed unmlstak- - NEW MUSICAL ASSOCIATION
through the fleshy part of his thigh, aDir that the Journal's agitation and
HAS BEEN LAUNCHED BRADSTREETS REPORTS
AVAILABLE SUPPLIES
New Yort, Oct. 27.. An association
nuuuu. iv ouuiiv vne governors precipitate action naa
uiuiwug umj St. Louis, Oct. 27. Bradstreets' rethe opposite wall of his residence, earned little response from the rank to be known as the American Musipassing through the partition and con- - an1 flje ot tne republicans
in the cal Copyright League, has been form- port of the world's available supplies,
tinulng on its course, showing that it county. Long before the primaries ed In the Hotel Astor by representa- Just published, shows the following
-I
had too much force to be merely a tne present people's ticket was con-str- tives of large Interests in the musical changes, figures in bushels. Wheat, 1
bullet.
ceived. Superintendent of Instruction Industries. The association Is aiming stocks east of the Rockies increased,
A deputy sheriff visited the scene stroup worked diligently for weeks in at the passage of a copyright bill at 3,382.000; worlds stock increased,
of the attempted assassination, but the city with Perfecto Armijo and the next seesion of congress and the
Corn, stocks in the United
was unaoie to secure any ciue enai Jesus Romero in the rural precincts. protection of the Interests of the pub- States decreased
ntiO.000;
oats dewould lead to the apprehension of the When the primaries showed
creased 320.000.
over- lic at large.
A FORMER FLAGSTAFF
vit,i
Thai
.
'i
whelmingly the weakness ot the boltCITIZEN HELD UP perpetrator of the outrage.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE" DAY
Don't let the baby suffer from ecing faction, the carefully prepared cry
h'rank L. Beal, Jr., a former well
OTERO
of "fraud! Packed primaries! Illegal zema, sores or any itching of the Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
known resident of Flagstaff, who is
SHIPPING LAMBS voting!" was promulgated lou'd and skin. Doan's Ointment gives instant Tablets. Druggists refund money if
now driving a stage in Nevada, was
M. A. Otero and Hon. long.
Did you believe that, reader? relief, cures quickly. Perfectly safe tt fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
held op at Round Mountain, one day
Signature Is on each box. 25c.
W. Raynolds left Santa Fe for Tor- We hardly believe so. If the Jour- for children. All druggists sell it.
last week, by a lone highwayman. The J.
to 8uperln'.end the delivery of nal's claims that enough men from
'
TAKE
X
robber relieved Frank of all the cash rance
lambs to the Sylvester Brothers, other precincts had been imported to
he bad on his persons, after which he 5,000
GAS
HEA
.'. .
n.
delegations
ot the
secured a large amount of gold com ot Monte Visui, Colorado. These change the statUB
2
.:
you
BE
DE
WE WILL
know the matter
from the stage. The United States lambs will be shipped to the feeding had been true,
To
JbnC PLOPLE. DONT K.KONJ
mull was overlooked by the nighway- - grounds of the Sylvester Brothers in would have been settled only In the
CHEERFULLY SFi
6
THEM-- f lvej-why
DRtJr
dont
they
Jmr
connot
courts. That claim cannot and did
the San Luis valley. They were
num.
You
X
wc
OF GAS HEATER!
Can
Jhov
ComCTous?
out
BGST
thinking
Hughes
people.
thf
stand with
Left
tracted this spring to L. A.
of Santa Fe by the Salaflo Live Stock in the cold and discredited by the
KINDS. WE HAVI
CtOTHJ IN rHl JTYLtJ ANQ QUAITC f
.DR. PEEBLES COMMITTED
TH? l, CAST nONEY.AND JTNOl&uAuMy
SUI6IDE IN MEXICO company. Mr. Hughes has sold them party, the carefully prepared bolters
foE.
waa
Sylvester
days
after
nominated a few
Brothers. The Iambs ticket
'.Many friends of the unfortunate Dr, to the
M JATwriED AJ You FfU .TH ET
are in pink of condition and will the primaries, modified only by the
H. P. Peebles, residing in Lbs Vegas average
candiper
one
seventy
admission of
pounds
democratic
head.
PfRSONVHO ISWE.LC DJlGfSLD AA X
.and elsewhere, will learn with regret
ate in the hope of swinging the
OR.itf
that the physician committed suicide A SANTA
EvitRY ADVAMTACC IN.BUfi-W.C3democratic vote. Only one thing was
FE PRINTER
in Mexico some months ago. After
CAEK,
Ll
POsRiY
In
D
1
THf
USEJff
JOCIAL
prepared
carefully
the
KILLED IN A WRECK overlooked
Co j
leaving Las Vegas he and his wife
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and
?
OftCS I NT IT TRU
It now develops that R. Hazlet. re plans; the meeting was called, the
.joined the Salvation Army, a step
nominations
made,
2
ticket named.
j
CORNER 4th A MO GOLD .
taken after the death of their son by cently killed in a railway accident at its motto of reformtheestablished,
and
accident and their daughter from Marshall, Texas, was Robert Hazlet blazened
plata
forth in the Journal
Bowler, for many years foreman of
natural causes.
the news room of the New Mexican form was forgotten. For three weeks
the
various
candidates straggled about
Printing company, and who left Santa
SOCIALIST ORATOR WISE
WILL GO TO LOS ANGELE8 Fe in July of this year on account of with nothing to stand on but more or
"W. :H. Wise of Teauque expects to financial embarrassmets
brought on less unstable personal reputations and
hot air bag of reform then a ticket
r leave Santa Fe shortly to Join his wife by gambling, says the New Mexican.
end an
and children at Los Angeles and they He first went to El Paso, Texas, then was concluded necessary
will make that city their home in the to Juarez and Chihuahua, Mexico, and nounced.
That is its history the record of
future. Mrs. Wise is making prepara- thence to Marshall, Texas, where he
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
disgruntled blackmail;
tions to leave within a week or two, was employed in a printing office, as
cheap,
Now,
of
hunting.
office
gaudy
EASY TO REACH.
having recently sold his fine ranch in suming his Christian name as his full
s to its claims.
;th Tesuque vailey to J. B. Downey name. In his effects were found reRELIEVES PAIN.
you
they
men
These
save
tell
will
ceipts end papers which seem to esiof Albuquerque.
tablish his identity fully. He was the county thousands of dollars: that
BUILDS
UP THE SY8TEM.
NOMINATIONS MADE FOR
Duried at snerman at the expense or thoy stand for reform in county gov
ernment.
they?
Do
of
Five
them
LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES the printers' union of which ho was a
CURES RHEUMATISM.
have been in office eight months and
line following nominations for the member.
THE
UN
COUNTY'S
EXPENSES
CURES I :dney AILMENTS.
JS
Mk
St
legislative assembly have been made
T
LV
THEIR
ADMINISTRATION
by the republicans at Raton:
For Torments of Tetter and Eczema Al DER
CURES DIABETES.
HAVE BEEN MORE THAN EVER
layed.
member of the council for the First
The intense itching characteristic BEFORE.
council district, composed of Colfax
CURES INDIGESTION.
They say they are for destroying
Mathlas B. of eczema, tetter and like skin dis
and Union counties,
YOU
UNLE.S.S
YOU
FEEL
CANNOT
JATUFIED
bossiHiu.
they?
Are
Instantly
eases
The
is
allayed
by
dearest
applying
CURES DROPSY.
Stockton of Raton; for member of the
CAN YOU
.house from the Fifth representative Chamberlains Salve, and many se pride of Perfecto Armijo and Jesus LOOK .SATISFACTORY TO OTHERS.
AUK
they
Komero
is
machine
vere
cases have been permanently
the
district, composed of Colfax and Mora
THEN TAKE CHANCES ON NOT LOOKING YOUR
cured by Its use. For sale bv ail BRAGGING that they are building
counties, EIiim r E. Studley of Raton
ACCOMMODATIONS
among
men
FIRST
These
people.
the
native
BEST? THE WAY TO BE SURE YOU DO THIS IS
druggists.
are opposing the regular republican
JUDGE POPE'S STRONG
CLASS.
TO
BUY
Go
TO
PLACE
YOUR
BEST
THE
To
ticket In the very hope that they may
INSTRUCTIONS TO JURY PHOENIX TO VOTE
OUT THE GAMBLERS pront by any disruption and uuii.i)
CLOTHES.
YOU CANNOT TOO MUCH THINK
Judge Pope's charge to the grand
Thu citizens of Phoeulx wilt soon THEIR OWN MACHINE.
jury empaneled at the present term
ABOUT
HOW
RRoPER DRESSING WILL HELP
See Santa Fe Agent for round
They are telling you they stand for
tut the district court at Roswell was have an opportunity to vote on the
IN
YOU
AND IN BUSINESS. MANY A 1
SOCIETY
you
call
they?
gambling
clean
Do
Do
question.
announced
is
It
trip rste. good for thirty days.
iilltlcs.
vrry complete and emphatic, cover
the city council will shortly call the appointment of THREE
GOOD MAN HAS FAILED To GET WHAT HE
tiw the Kul'Jects of vagrancy, specu- - that
ON THE PEOPLE'S TICKET
laliu," in evidences of public indebt-t-ilne.s- a special election for the purpose of DATEo
COULD HAVE GOT JUST BECAUSE HIS LOOKS
TO
allowing
REGIS
COMPOSE
ques
ENTIRE
voters
THE
the
to
decide the
municipal or court
TRATION BOARD of a precinct, clean
WERE AGAINST HIM. YOU HAVE No TIME To
officials, gambling, proper handling ot tion.
Tne question was brought up uud pontics?
iaouit-- a
for educational purKEEP UP WITH WHAT IS PRoPED IN DRESS.
by
They
impelled
an
you
they
during
city
cam
made
issue
are
tell
the
poses, compulsory education, unlawful
two years ago and is the hottest motives of patriotism and
MANY CLOTHING
MERCHANTS ALSO DON'T
use ut deadly weapons, sale of intoxl paign
Does this claim ring true? FIVE
ever waged In Phoenix the
cants or tobacco to minors and tli contest
TIME.
WE Do.
TAKE
THE
IT PAYS US.
by
of
these
want
backed
now
their
men,
in
ticket
the
office
proper observance of the Sabbath.
element went down to defeat by heavy Jobs back patriotism end
A CUSTOMER BRINGS HIM BACK
SATISFYING
majorities but the antls have all along tion lu a nut shell.
ATTEMPT TO KILL
AND HE TELLS HIS FRIENDS. THAT'S WHY
luey discourse earnestly about suARIZONA MAN FAILED contended that it was not a fair test
perior
you
many
did
people
not
as
the
consider
tell
qualifications,
appears
the
WE HAVE A LARGE CLOTHING BUSINESS. WE
and
huv
to
Details of what
regular republican ticket Is a gang
question of gambling but tbe portion
CHRISTIAN JUt OTHERS
I.eiD a deliberate attemrt to
SHALL NOT HERE TELL YOU OF THE THINGS
nt'.te Joi?n Clcerelli, watchman at tiie of the tickets end it was also charge of grafters and tricksters. Do you
believe this? Is there any comparison
ONLY REMEMBER THIS:
WE HAVE FOR YOU
Khtueralda mine, in the Ash Cree that some Illegal voting was done.
between the Qualifications of J. F.
section, on the evening of October H
COME
TO
YOU
US FOR ANYTHING YOU
THAT
IF
An Awful Cough Curea.
Sulzcr and Hon. W. B. Chllders es
vt-rluide public last, evening, when
"Two years ago our little girl ha candidates for the council? Can the WEAR YOU CAN FIND IT.
:icer6lli, in company with a party of
FORTY-EIGHT- H
liunters, who have spent the past a touch of pneumonia, which left he record of Bernard Ruppe be compared
hunting In that district, returned with an awful cough. She had spell with that of Georgo A. Kaseman as
the to fitness for representative.
Does
to this city, a:yi the PitSiolt Journal of coughing, Just like oue with
whooping cough uud some thought A. 11. st roup's record iu local school
Miner.
V
affairs measure up to that of Principal
He stated that on Sunday evening, a she would not get well s at ai!.
ot tlK' hiKh school Miller's?
Does a
ago, about dntk, he was aroused got a bottle of Chamln'-lain'wt-l'oss controlled democrat meet your
which acted l.Ue a him
ly the violent barking of bis faithful Kenu'dy,
1
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THE RIGHT QUALITY, THE RIGHT
STYLE, THE RIGHT PRICE.
BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906
RESPECTFULLY,
SIMON STERN,
BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT
L.
CLOTHIER
THE R. AVE.

f

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

Q2G.OO
pf

-

YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE
A

WARMING CLOSET,
OVEN, TWO GRATES, WATER
BACK OR RESERVOIR.

$29.00
$26.00

ON TIME

CASH

Dm EMMONS
J. The
furniture Man
Corner Coal ind Second

BOTH

PHONES

from the attack. Afterward the bad
man left the depot, and later came
MANY SCHOOL
back with a handful of money and a
watch. An Investigation revealed the
DISTRICTS FORMED fact that he had entered every one of
the rooming houses that had not been
lockel. He made his escape and had
IN
COUNTIES OF TERRITORY not been captured when Mr. Lay lett
Torrance.
WAS
WHERE IMMIGRATION
REPORTS RECEIVED
HEAVY
BY SUPT. HADLEY.
E
DDN'TS FOR AGENTS
,
The slek of Professor Hiram Had-leysuperintendent of public instrucOUT
MAN HANDS
tion, at the Capitol building in Santa PASSENGER
RULES FOR LOSING
Fe, la literally loaded down with the
JOBS
reports
from the various
UNDER NEW LAW.
voluminous
of schools.
county superintendents
In
consideration
of the provisions
In
many
things
noticeable
There are
new rate law, and especially
the reports. The most striking, how- of the
clause, it is suggested
ever, is the Increase of new school the anti-pas- s
districts caused by Immigration dur- by a general passenger agent that
ing the past year in some counties. railroad men adopt the following
Thus far, Roosevelt county ltads with don't s for their future guidance and
estab- conduct:
sixteen new school districts
Don't shake 'hands with anybody
lished. Quay county is a close second
with twelve new school districts, your motives may be misconstrued.
Don't ask a friend or stranger to
while Torrance county has three districts established since a year ago have a drink; you may be after trade.
Don't mention a pass; you may be
and Is preparing to establish several
more.
Some of these districts have talking to a spotter.
Don't be a good fellow; you may be
no school houses as yet but school is
being held. Others have temporary reported.
Don't be sociable; you should asstructure while a number have good
comfortable buildings. In many dis- sume a grouchy attitude.
Don't go after freight; make the
tricts) the reports show that the new
immigrants with commendable spirit shipper come to you.
To these this official adds: "p'ollow
have Issued bonds with which to erect
these rules, which the new rate bill
school houses.
A very .striking feature of the re- fosters, and you will soon be looking
ports, however, is the number of er- for another Job."
rors la simple aldition. Some of the
superintendents show JmposRible bal- SEBASTIAN PRAISES
THE SANTA FE ROAD
ances and their reports contain glaring
John Sebastian of the Rock Island
mlacalcnlatios. In cases where such
errors are not too striking, the re- who passed through Newton the other
ports are being corrected and filed but day had this to say about the Santa
some of them will have to be re- Fi road bed and train 116 on whicn
turned to the compilers In order to he was traveling:
"In all my experience as a railway
have the corrections made.
man In the west. I have never travel
ed over a more perfect roadbed than
the Santa Fe from Port Worth to
ESCAPED JAIL BIRD
Wichita, and I must certainly take off
my hat to the men who have put It
BEHIND THE BARS in such splendid condition. At differ
ent places between stations, we made
time that exceeded the famous Scott
which made the record run
JOSE 8. BACA, WHO FLED FROM special
from Los Angeles to Chicago last fail
BERNALILLO COUNTY, CAUGHT
I have never sefn a better equipped
BY MOUNTED POLICEMAN.
train that the one on which I am now
A message to Captain Fred Fornoff traveling. I would be pbtised to stop
at Senta Fe yesterday, conveyed the off and remain in Wichita a day, but
information
JoscjJJac, wiu X9.aD.pt ,lile.thetinie."
m
m
m
served three terms in the territorial
The branch store of Gross, Kelly
penitentiary, and who escaped from
X. M., where the
i he Bernalillo county
Jail while await- & Co., at Vaughn,crosses
the El Paso
ing a fourth sentence for cattle steal- Santa Fe cut-oing, asont a yea,' ago. Is agaia liehlnd & Southwestern railway, has !een
to the contracting firm of I.anK- the bars. Baca was run to cover and sold
arrested by Mounted Policeman Ra- try, Sharpe & Co., who will run it
fael Gomez, who has been after him until their work Is done; after which
for weeks. Baca was found in toe it will be discontinued and a new
mountains of McKinley county, living town will probably be started near
from hand to mouth, flnd keeping al- Honita canyon.
ways in .sct'Uided 'districts, to avoid
H. F. Stanlley has met with a seridetection
It's reputation as a bad
man preventcu Ills betrayal by the ous accident.111., While coupling cars at
his right hand was
people of the ristriet. Details "of the Kankakee,
cauKlit and crushed so that amputaarrest have not lnn received.
was
necessary.
tion
Mr. Stantley
spent last winter In Kl Paso.
NEW WEEKLY PUBLICATION
The late congestion of freight trafff

LOS ANGELES

the MexicanCentral Is reported to lie relieved, and the trains are
now leaving on schedule time.

GEORGE BAKER ANDERSON, FORMER ALBUQUERQUE MAN,
IS THE EDITOR.

The Mexican Central Is planning
to replace a number of wooden bridges on the Chichuaehim division with
iron structures.

fic on

m

The livening Citizen is In receipt
of No. 1, Vol. 1., of The Pacific Outlook, the new weekly published at Lou
Angeles. The Outlook hears at the
head of its editorial page the name of
George Baker Anderson, who is well
known here, not only as a former resident of Albuquerque, but as an able
historian and literateur.
The outlook is to be an independent weekly review of the southwest.
Its first Issue is a handsomely printed, double column magazine, of thirty-twpages, generously illustrated.
The expressed design of its founders
Is to advertise and promote the best
Interests of the southwest mid to aid
in the inauguration
of the coming
campaign for the promotion of civic
righteousness and good citizenship in
the southwest.
The following table
of contents will perhaps U8t explain
the character of the publication:
"Independent Thought" comment
on happenings of the week.
"Applied Christianity,"
i lit- sane'
observance of the Sabbath day.
"The Auditorium,'' a great architectural triumph.
Women as Club Members," what
oin body means to l.os Angeles.
"Art and Literature," critical notes
for critical people.

LIFE'S

EXCITING

AGENT

EXPERIENCE

WITH A THIEVING TRAMP WHILE
REMAINING OVER NIGHT AT
TORRANCE.

manager
Horace A. hay, eastern
for the Occidental Life Insurance Co..
of New Mexico and Arizona, returned
tixlay on the auto
from Torrane,
where he had an exciting experience
with a "bad" man Tuesiuy morning,
Kays the Koswell Record.
1'nable to
Kei a bed In the town, he went with a
fellow traveler to the waiting room at
the station, and there found three
drunken nu-and two bad looking
i tamps,
one f the turnips tried to
l
Mr. Lay a ring anil o ln rwie
tried to get up a deal witrt him. Finally the tramp tried to "Mieak" a watch
from one ot the ilnniks, and Mr. I.ay
called him on the spot, causing him
to drop ihe watch on the floor. Wlun
Mr. Lay called
had man in his
man. the
eltuit to roll the ilriitiki-bad mail ran 3t Lay with a knife.
Tile Kohwell man picked u;i a heavy
miner' boot that one of Ihe drunks
had pulled off aud
himself

m
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COUNTY

at Reduced
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Convened at Los Lunas Yes
terday, and Nominated
County Ticket
The republicans of Valencia county
held their convention at l.os Lunas
yesterday and nominated a full legis
Solomon
lative and county ticket.
chair
Luna was chosen temporary
man and Jacotio ( haves temporary
secretary.
The following ticket was unani
mously chosen:
For members o? the council Jacobo Chaves.
Sil- For house of representatives
vestre Mirabai for Valencia county,
and S. E. Aldrlch of Gallup for Valencia and McKinley counties.
IK'legates to constitutional conven
tion Hlglnio Chaves, Bolesto Ro
mero and Manuel P. Y. Chaves.
County commissioners First dis
trict, Abeltno Pena; Second district,
Nicolas S. Sanchez.
Prolate Judge Fred C. Tondre.
Probate clerk Jesus M. Luna.
Assessor Nabor Mirabai.
Treasurer and
collector
Solomon Luna.
Superintendent
of schools Jesus
C. Sanchez.
Sheriff Carlos Baca.
Surveyor George H. Pradt.
River commissioners Pilar Agulr- re. Jesus Jose Chaves y Romero, Es- lanlado Garley, Daniel Lucero, Dami- an Baca.
Resolutions.
The committee on resolutions sub
mitted the following, they being
unanimously adopted:
We, your committee on resolutions,
beg leave to report the following resolutions for the consideration of this
convention.
The republican party of Valencia
county by its representatives in convention assembled at Los Lunas on
thla 26th day of October, A. D. 1906,
seeing no cause for transferring the
affairs of the nation, this county or of
this territory to democratic hands,
again affirms its faith in republican
principles and policies.
The wisdom and patriotism of
President Roosevelt commend themselves to every thinking citizen; his
policies at home and abroad and the
great interest he has taken in behalf
of the American people and Ameri
can interests have secured for him
the admiration and respect of the en
tire nation, and it is with unmeas
ured pride that we continue our confidence in the republican administra
tion.
That this convention does heartily
endorse the able, honest and patriot
ic administration
of Governor Her
bert J. Hagerman and all other fed
eral and territorial officials of New

some people have a notion that spring is the only
a buggy, that notion is costing them
time
to buy
money.
we are making
popular. let us
fall buying
you how. good picking
in both departments.

tell

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corner Fir

t Street end

TUeree Avenue

O0CC0C0C0K0f

Heater

Oil

VISIT OUR
NEW STORE
212 NORTH SECOND STREET

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

Curry it about from room to room. Turn wick high or low there's no
danger. Smokeles device prevents smoke and smell. Easy to operate
as a lamp. All parts easily cleaned. Brass oil fount beautifully embossed. Holds 4 quarts of oil and bums q hours. Gives Intense
heat Two finishes nickel and Japan. Handsome, useful, reliable.
Every heater warranted. If nut at your dealer's write our I fl
nearest agency for descriptive circular,

jSSO

The

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
8TYLES ON THE MARKET OF

LATEST

Roundabouts, Etc,
Harness & Saddles,

Lamp

the best lamp
fot a
household tia
can feuv. Efiuiind with

V

THE

Carriages, Buggies,

brlrM. stead r llfM s Iowmi com. M.d. of brats
throughout and nlckrl plated. Suitable for anr roan
wnttnrr iiwary, dinlnp-rooa- ,
parlor or brdroon. Sate
and satisfactory.
Every lamp warranted. Writs to
neansi agent? ir noi at your dealer s.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

lo

Mexico.

Prices.

to?)
' hnu
ha Its
'ixm. Abnormal weather
in.iilA.itiit
ctnv
tinn.
furnace heat olten result in some
part of the house heinp rolit n.t rhoori
can make home warm and cheertul ith the

-

J. KORBER
ALBUQUMQUm?,

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

CO.,

&

MEW MEXICO

O000000000000

convention, should assemble In the
capital of this territory as early as
the first Monday in January, 1907,
and formulate a constitution for the
state of New Mexico; and ve further
recommend and urge that the territorial legislature which meets in 1907
enact a law submitting said constitution to the vote of the people of this
territory for their approval or disapproval, and if approved by them, providing for its presentation to congress, togehtre with the request for
the admission of New Mexico Into
the Union as a a state thereunder.
Respectfully submitted,
JACOBU

MERCHANT

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI. PROPRIETOR.

CIVIL

fill

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

My merchant tailoring shop Is upNo. 209 West Railroad ave-

j j j

stair over

nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clas- White House Restaurant and
as I have had fifteen years' exLodging House
perience In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana MEALS AT ALL HOURS BAR IN
repaired. The specific I use will not
CONNECTION.
All Kindt of Freeh and Salt Meat
No. 209 8outh First Street
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
Steam Sausage Factory.
Opposite 8anta Fe Depot.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
EMIL KLEINWORT.
MRS. D. ARIAS Proprietor.
to order. Give me a trial.
Maaonio
Building, North Third Street,
O. BAMBINI.

THIRD STREET

Moat Market

,

Chairman.

The New York Saloon

and
Mother at 70.
Rooming House
mother has suddenly been
made young at 70. Twenty years of
315 South Second Street.
Intense suffering from dyspepsia had
WINE8, LIQUORS AND CIQARS
entirely
disabled
her, until six One Block From Depot and Two
with Rmoo sV Mauyer.
months ago, when she began taking
I
Office, 118 North First St.
Blocks From Postofflee.
Electric Bitters which have completeALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
P. 2 TO, Proprietor.
ly cured her and restored
the
TOTI at QADI
strength and activity she had In the
prime of life," writes Mrs. W. U
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Haiv
of Danforth, Me. Greatest
Grain and Fuel.
restorative medicine on the globe.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY Fin Line of Imported Wines. Llqnona
Sets stomach, liver and kidneys
and Cigar. Place your ordera tee
PUBLIC.
right, purifies the blood and cures Room S, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
this line with na.
1 21M1S-I1malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
NORTH THIRD STBXaTBi
Telephone. 174.
Automatic
Wonderful nerve tonic. Price BOc.
Guaranteed by all druggists.

ARES0ME

HERE

we

TAILORING

PRESCRIPTIONS

CHAVEZ.

A Young

MAUGER
VJOOL

W. E.

"My

SERVICE SITUATIONS

The demand for civil service employes of all kinds is constantly on
the Increase. The commission has
announced the following examinations
to be held during the coming month:
On November 10, for the position of
logger for the San Juan agency, New
Mexico, pay 155 a month;
marine
fireman, quartermaster's department
at large, San Francisco, salary S900 a
year; repair man for th weather bureau, for luty on the Fort Crescent,
1
OVERCOATS.
Tatoosh Island, Washington, telegraph line, pay $750 a year; wagon-make- r
overcoats
Unredeemed
for sale
In the Haskell, Kas., institute,
pay $750 a year. On November 14, cheap at Rosenfield's, the pawn brokfor railway mall clerk, fourteen va- er the man you can trust.
cancies, one of which Is In Arizona;
A Badly Burned Girl
for Interpreter of Arabic and Greek in or boy, man or woman. Is quickly
the immigration service at El I'aso, out of pain If Bucklen's Arnica Salve
salary, $1200 a year; for electrician Is applied promptly. Q. J. Welch of
In quartermaster's
at
department
Mich., says: "I use It In
large, San Francisco, for duty at Fort Tekonsha,
my family for cuts, sores and all
I). A. Russell, Wyo.
On November
21 for expert lock fitter in mail lock skin Injuries, and flnd it perfect."
pile cure known. Best healrepair shop, postofflee department, Qulkest
Washington, I. C, $:t.25 a day. No- ing salve made. 25c at all druggists.
vember 2o, 21 and 22. for architect
ural draftsmen, junior architectural
draftsman, engineer draftsman, elec- trical engineer and draftsman, heat-- !
AND CURE thb LUNC8
Ing ami ventilating
engineer and
draftsman in supervising architect's
WITH
office and junior architectural drafts- man in the bureau of animal industry.!
The KHlaries in these i)sltious range:
from $180 to $1800 a year. November 31 and December 1, assistant and
0NSUMPTI0N
Price
teacher iu the Philippine!) service.
0UGH8and
60c $1.00
Most of these examinations may be
OLDS
Free Trial.
taken in Albuquerque. Further information regarding all of them may
for all
Cure
Uuickeat
bureet and
be secured on application to the secTHROAT and LUNO TEOUB-LE- S,
retary of the local board at the
or MONEY BACK.

We recognize In the Hon. W. H.
Andrews, our delegate to congress,
an able and efficient servant of the
people of this territory, and we
heartily tender him our thanks for
the good work he has accomplished
in congress and we pledge him our
support for
We hereby extend our thanks to
me lion. it. o. uursum for the high
ly commendable way In which he has
discharged the duties of chairman of
the territorial republican
central
committee of this territory in the last
two years.
party has always
The republican
stood for a protective tariff policy.
New Mexico has been particularly fa
vored under such policy and we are
unalterably opposed to any e'hange of
the tariff laws of the nation that will
result in the reduction of the price
of cattle, sheep, wool, pelts, hides
and other products of our territory.
We endorse the action of congress
in passing the enabling act for the
admission of New Mexico and Arizona as one state, recognizing the
fuct that otherwise we have no assurance of statehood for years to
come. We hereby declare that the
republican party of Valencia county
Is in favor of the acceptance of statehood under this act to the end that
we receive the benefits given to us
under it and that we be thereby
vested with equal rights of citizenship with all other citizens of the results

Sick Hesdahe Cured.
Sick headache is caused by derangement of the stomach and by indigestion.
Chamberlain's
Stomach
and Liver Tablets correct these disorders and effect a cure. By taking
these tablets as soon as the first indication of the disease appears the
attack may be warded off. Get a treo
sample and try them. For sale by all Union.
Resolved, further, that In case the
druggists.
Hamilton statehood act fails to beNever can tell when you'll mash a come operative through the adverse
finger or suffer a cut, bruise, burn or vote of the people of Arizona we rescald. Be prepared. Dr. Thomas' commend and urge that tho sixty-siEclectric Oil instantly relieves the delegates who would bo elected in
pain quickly cures the wound.
New Mexico
to the constitutional

o

OCCIDENTAL

m
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Vehicles

To Meat
Cold Rooms

VALENCIA

RANGE WITH

FIVE-HOL-

PAGE

ccoco3ececcco.KcK

REPUBLICANS OF
STOP! LISTEN!
r'

-

FOR

EVOIXG CITIZEN.

A1BCQUERQUE

27, 1906.

1

O. A. SLEYSTER

-

7

A. E. WALKER,
INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building A
'.
tlon. Office at 217 West Rallrow.
avenue.
If you want results m advertising
try an Evening Citizen want ad.

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
All Kinds of Fresh Moat.
100 North Broadway, corner of Wi
lngton a ven tie, Albuquerque, N.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTATaV
LOANS.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldlnj.

Furniture packed and crated; gaa
line and gas stovee repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store, Sootr
Third street.
j

j

Drafting's
Now Discovery
i

post-offic-

Blood Poisoning
from chronic constipation,
which is quickly cured by Dr. King's
New Life I'll Its. They remove
all
poisonous germs from the system and
Infuse new life and vigor; cure sour
stomach, nausea, headache, dizziness
and colic, without griping or discomfort. 2'c. Guaranteed by all

'

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.

KILLthe COUGH

j

M. DRAGOIE

:

0.

W.

Strong's Sons

STRONG BLOCK.

TAKE WARNING.
for when the leaves begin to fall it
is a sure sign that winter Is on the
way, and high time for you to have
furnace looked over and
Dr. Williams' Indian Pile that old
Perhaps you need a new
ointment will cure 111 rid. repaired.
llltn'tiltiK and Iluhiiiff one.
In either case you will get the
Pllt-MllabHorlMheluuiorH. most satisfactory results by giving
Blluys the iicblui; at ome, art
js a poultlre. ifivcs Instant re- - (he order to the Standard Plumbing &
WllllumN'lnilinnl'llKUIiit-MKit- t Heating company, wno make a spe1 Hi r. Dr.
f prepared for iilrsanriU'h.
Ins; of ihe prlvaio part.
Kvery box la cialty of furnace work, and employ
only skilled workmen.
Wcirr.inU'il.
llv dnik'Kita. I t miiil on t
-

UNDERTAKERS

I

y

of rrii'- M cents and tl.Oo. WILLIAMS
flnt
MMUFJICTURING CI., l'rop. i;i vcland. ui,...

FOR SALE BY S. VANM

& SON.

Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
261-21-

Standard Plumbing &H83ting Go

N. Second 8L, Both

Pbon.
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PEL EN IS III MILKS SOUTH OK ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.. AT THB JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LEADING
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
EAST AND WKST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES,
AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO,
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
"PASO AND TEXAS.
1.0(10 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 2jx
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH IiROAD SO AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS

CO

FEET WIDE.

WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $10,000; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.100
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ES-

COME

TO BELEN, H.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

TABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
DAILY; LARGE
150 BARRELS
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, VIX)VR. WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
1'
NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

IOaOO0COOSO0(KOfOeC'Sl
KOwOO0JO0OOOt0)OCOC

JOHN BECKER,

MILL. CAPACITY

IKI,

Pres.

.

M. BERGER,

00000K0
Ktaoocoaooos
A

Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO 8 AND OR
GRAVEU WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD.
S,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y,

eeme9Km9
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fACE EIGHT.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

will pass through Al- may think jou can get
HiquerntiA tuniorrow morning. R. W.
long very well withI). Bryan of Alnuauerque will arrive
Tilano. hut If
out
tomorrow morning on the same train. you will consider a moment you will
The young men report a successful realize that with a thoroughly good
convention ami Hie three days of dis- - piano In your home there Is musical
eusxlon of association work promises enjoyment for you without end
nappy results. They were compelled
A good piano will make your
home
to leave a day ahead of time on ac twice as attractive, provide unlimited
engage
pleasure
yon
l,unaH
arrived
or
business
I,os
pressing
for
count of
Kred llunlng
and your friends besides furnishing a safe Investment
ments at home.
here from the south yesterday.
that
has
depreciation
little
Jiu'gn Ira A. Abbott of the district
because of
F. C. Kelly and Krrd. Levy of Santa
the high reputation eagh make we sell
Fe are among today's victors to (he court ert last night Mr the capital, enjoys.
where he will Htiend the sessions of
Duke City.
Isn't it a mistake to put off ownhe territorial supreme court beginA. A. JonfR. chairman of the demof ing a piano any longer, especially
ocratic central committee, left for I.aa ning today. The Important matter by
when there Is no reason under the
the writ of prohibition Issued
Vegas last night.
Judge Mann against Judge Parker In sun for the delay?
utigl-' the Socorro county sheriff case wltl
Why should you delay?
Pitt Rosa him removed his
neerlng office to 309 West Gold ave-- I be considered
Not because of terms, because we
at this session of the
enue, on the ground floor.
have told you again and again that
court.
payments may be arranged to meet
Carl Nogel, after spending two days
charge
surgeon
in
who
the
has
The
among Albuquerque buMneas men, re- ease of Jose Padilla, the native who your wishes. Not because of any
turned lust ntRht to nig home In Cabo- - was shot from ambush near the scene doubt, about the quality of the piano
you may select, for that Is guaranteed
zon.
of his wrecked saloon In the Zuni
Frank V. Clancy, district attorney, mountains Thursday afternoon, an- by us.
If there Is any other reason we
left last night for Santa Fe where nounced this afternoon that amputaknow of it, and If you will come
he will attend the sessions of the su-- ' tion of Padill.a's wounded leg will don't
preme court.
"II'; Is In Bnd tell us what it I we believe
probably not he necessary.
we will be nble to clear the difficulty
poHtofflce Inspector, doing very well but suffering some away.
C. G. Phell,
surgeon
In
stated.
pain,"
Denver,
are
headquarters
the
whose
When you next go shopping why
arrived In the city last night on offl- -j
United Slates Inspector O'Lenry has not call here and select the piano that
Arizona,
clal business.
Tucson.
from
returned
stilts you?
li. E. Curtrlglit of Las Vegas, spo-jcl- W'hlther he went early in the week
Awiiltlng your call we are
he appre-

representative

YOU

LOCAL. AND

Where We Stand

PERSONAL

Shoes That Please!
:

Our fchops never fnil to please the most rritlral eye. They have a
gracefulness and dash of style that everybody likes. Shoes to be
liandsome, artistic and well fitting need not be expensive. Our showing of the new fall and winter stylts proves 4hls. We Invite you to
'xamlnp them.
:.UaS!i3KZ2IX.

Potent Colt Shoes, dull tops
Vicl Kid Shoes, soft and dressy
Box Calf Shoes, light or heavy soles

$3.50 $3.75
3.00
3.50
2.50
3.00

Satin Calf Shoes, strong and neat looking

1.75

$4.00
4.00
3.50
2.25

2.00

SAUCES

I

AND CONDIMENTS.

F. F. TROTTER
ob. 118 and 120 South Second street.
;

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Greatest Fair Has

:

yet be found many
choice bargalnB, which we wish to dispose of In order to make
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY, WATCHES, STERLING
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC., ever offered to the good people
We still exist

41

Passed Into History

tf

ARCH FRONT, where can

at the

Albuquerque.

The

Hickox-Mayoat- d

New

Mexico's

Bond lit Your

Co.
Leading

Wm tchem

Jewelers

tor Repair
80UTH 8ECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

No

Waste Fuel

The Wilson Hot Blast Heater is bo constructed that it burns into actual heat every ounce of
coal and every bit of gas. There is no waste.
Not only does it cut fuel bills in half,
but it gives greater heating power
than any other heater known.
Start a fire in a

A

.

WILSON

HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT

HEATER

liit

and it will be roaring in five minutes.
The perfect damper system enables'
you to keep fire for 36 hours.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

GO.

SOLE AGENTS
1"riH-,-

'

""iff. ,"K it1. gKgiggLm

.!!

fjL'ifr,

"

"

.iLJL'sijeivivysm

THE

EtE ITT

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.

vw.iT.Mk. jwiMry. Cut Class, Clocks, Silverware..
i,rt nn'nott
AflQlUHE DEAL,

We Invite

Quality Question
Is heard nowadays about clotl.e-auul- it
v.
and we have contributed our share toward the
discussion, and perhaps a little more.
s
There are so many reputable lines of clothing
that there is no excuse for any man getting the
worst of It, providing he uses common-sensand does
not try to get something for nothing.
Yet a man Isn't to be blamed for having fiatlrou-fake- d
clothes foisted on him at least, for the first time.
If it happens the second time. It's his own fault, because
we have told how such a large percentage of clothes are
given "selling shape" with the llatiron. instead of by
careful needlework because the latter Is cheaper.
If you want assurance that your clothes are going
to give you constant gratification, and hold their shape
their original style, then we invite you to try
one of our H. S. & M. Suits or Overcoats.
now-hday-

YOURS
FOH
THE TAKING-FRLUNCH AT THE WHITE

e,

and-retai-

H.S.&M.

W. H. HAHN &CO.
Wholoaelo and Retail

Suits

$15 to $35
$12 to $35

H. S. & M. Overcoats

Coal and Coke

Best Americai Block
$6.50
Hard Nut Coal
8.50
,
Larger Sizes
9.50
Domestic Gas Coke
6.00
Green Mill wood, per load
$2.25
Dry Mill Wood, per load
2.75
Factory Blocks, per load
3.00
Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
in All Sfces.
Phones Black, 280
Auto. 416

9
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

,

It WiU Pay You to Trade With
NORTH FIRST STREET

15-11- 7

Between Railroad and Copper Ave.
HEATING

STEEL RANGES
With Reservoir and

Warming

C00KIN3

AND

5c, 10c & I5c

STOVES

Oven

$18.00 and up

A

LARGE

ARTICLES
IN

ASSORTMENT

ABUNDANCE

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

I

n
W

D
THE BEST GOODS A

045

Home Comfort, Mill
Round

Natioi

Oak,

Heating Stoves.

0

COAL

HODS, STOVE
GET OUR PRICES

TC.
utt-UKt-

duimu

.

WHITNEY COMPANY,
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest

brlc-n-bra-

Sixty-poun-

UCH

M

Very respectfully,
LEARN'ARD & LINDEMANX,
200 West Gold Avenue.
New Mexico's Largest Piano Buyers.

o,

purchased at F. V. Trotter's
When
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure toe best manufactured.
e find out first what brand3 are reliable and personally guarantee them.

IN

with M. Burket, the Syrian
hended here who escaped the Inspect
ors at the Mexican border alid suc
ceeded In get Mng Jnto tlm United
Slates. Burket was taken before the
court of inquiry at Tucson and will
ho deported to Mexico.
This is the
second time he hns beendeported.
Richard W. Harrison, colored, died
at Fort Bayard sanitarium from consumption yesterday afternoon at 4
o'clock, and the remains will be burled there. The deceased was a member of the local G. K. Warren post,
No. 5, and during the Civil war served
In the Seventy United States colored
Mines.
Infantry. He also served In the regProfessor Alexander Hrown, former- ular army since the Civil war. His
ly of Montreal, Canada, and now of wife and children reside in this city.
this city, will render Schuman's Trau-mer- l
on the violin tomorrow morning
A pair of our dainty felt Jullettes
at the First Presbyterian church.
with fur trimming will make your
South Third street, between Silver feet comfortable for the whole winand Lead avenues, is receiving the ter. They come In black, brown, red
of
attention
Street Commissioner or green and cost only $1.25 and $1.50
pair at C. May's shoe store, 314
Tlerney. It Is beintf graded, or rath- er the sink is being filled up with West Railroad avenue.
good solid flirt.
Don't forget Prof. Baldwin's flight
Dr. L. II. Chamberlin will luuve tomorrow morning for Santa Fe, where to the clouds tit Traction park Sunday afternoon at 2:3d o'clock. ,.
he will attend the regular senil-an- nual meeting of the territorial honru
Matinee at Traction park Sunday
of Dental examiners, which meets on
Monday and Tuesday of next we k in afternoon. Grand stand frte.
that city.
FOR RENT OR SALE ROOMING
Mrs. Anna Kent, of Kast Orange, HOUSE, FURNISHED COMPLETE.
New Jersey, arrived In Albuquerque A BARGAIN CALL 214 WEST GOLD.
today. She has charge of the work
of the Woman's Home Missionary soTHE BEST FIFTY-CENSUNDAY
ciety of the Methodist Episcopal DINNER AT ZEIGER'S CAFE FROM
church throughout New Mexico and 12 TO 3 P. M.
Arizona.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
Col. William M. Berger came in last
night from Los
where he had
cans of 10c grade of corn
13c
been' attending, yesterday's Valencia 2 cans
clams
25c
county republican convention. The 20c cX of
Df black cooking molasses 15c
colonel has recently been confined to 2 pkgs of Force
2.rc
his home la Bekn for two weeks by 'an cake flour, per pkg
lie
illness.
Oat flakes, per pkg
He
Mrs. Dr. L. H. Chamberlin gave a 3 cans of mustard sardines
25c
reception this afternoon at her resi- Large can of cream
09c
dence, 1026 West Railroad avenue. A 8 bars of high grade laundry soai; 25c
large number of invited guests were 2 cans of California plums.... . 25c
present and an enjoyable time was in Macaroni, per pkg
08c
progress. The invitations read from Ce lery nalt, per bottle.
15c
2 o'clock till 6 o'clock.
Try "Diadem," our new brand of butDr. Minor C. Baldwin, the organist, ter. It is the finest that can be made.
who recently gave two recitals on the regular price 83c.
new instrument at the First PresbyTHE MAZE.
terian church will once more enterWm. KIEKE, Proprietor.
tain the people of Albuquerque with
a concert on Thanksgiving evening,
LISTEN TO THISI BAKED CHICK
November 29th at the same place.
EN
WITH OYSTER DRESSING,
C. A. Wright, manager of the curio ROAST
WITH CRANBERRY
room at the Alvarado, departs today SAUCE, PORK
HOME
MADE PICCALILLI
for the Grand Canyon where he will AND PUMPKIN PIE
ALL FOR DIN
take charge of the curio department NER AT THE COLUMBUS
TOMOR
manHopi
Harvey
under
house,
of the
ROW,
agement. He relieves the manager
0
there who will be absent about a
BE8T SUNDAY DINNERS IN THE
month.
CITY AT ZEIGER'S CAFE, FROM 12
Cade Selvy, chief of the coast line NOON TO 3 P. M. ONLY 50 CENTS.
secret Bervlce of the Santa Fe railroad, left here last night for Los AnAUCTION.
geles. Mr, Selvy, who was accompaI
will
positively
sell at public auc
nied by his family, baa been on an extended visit to his old home in Illi- tion to the highest and best bidder,
furnishings
way
the entire
of the beautiful
nois and stopped off here on his
seven-roohome of Mr. Walter S.
back frr a few hours.
Bowen
at 423 South Third street. Sale
Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld and Mrs. Samuel Neustadt are around today selling will begin promptly at 1 p. m. Octo30th.
ber
tickets for a ball, which is scheduled
The goods consist In part of kitchen
to take place at the Colombo hall next
a $30 gas range, kttcnen cabThursday night. The proceeds of the utensils,
a $30 refrigerator, beautiful misball will be applied to a fund to be inet,
oak dining table, dining chairs,
used in making some needed improve- sion
sideboard and china closet. Leather
ments at Temple Albert.
bottom rockers, chairs, lace curtains,
The Sunday evening lectures at the
Three iron beds, mat
Congregational church will be con- tresses and etc.
springs. Two beautiful Ad
W.
night.
Rev. J.
tinued tomorrow
minister rugs, small rugs, nintting.
Barron, the pastor, will speak to stair and hall carpets, a $500 Kimball
the
on
clerks and all indoor workers
piano
other articles too numerimportant topic, "The Value and Im- ous to and
mention.
portance of Early Closing of Offices
These goods are absolutely sanitary
and Stores." Clerks and business and almost new. Reason for sale Is
men especially invited.
Mr. Bowen, manager for the Equitable
Elbert McSpadden, a telegraph op- Life, is transferred from the Albu
erator in the employ of the Santa Fe, querque office to the Portland, Oregon,
Prescott and Phoenix railway, has office.
Inspect goods Monday afternoon
been spending a week with his parsale.
ents at 304 South Broadway. He left
H. S. KNIGHT,
here last night with a party of
Auctioneer.
friends for a trip to Denver, Kansas
City and St. Paul, and will stop off
Whole set of silverware, new, nevr
here again on his way to his home.
been used, to exchange for furniture
F. A. Thompson, Ray C. Opper and or anything useful. 122 North
C. W. Kelly of the Las Vegas delega
tlon to the Young Men's Christian as
sociation convention at Douglas, Art
HONEY
n
lona, arrived here this morning
Tin pounds of the best extracted
route home on No. 2. They report
can for $.1.
that the remainder of the Lus Vegas honey, $1.
"ruer bv pos'al. W. P. Allen, Box 202
City.
officer for the Santa Fe railroad
company, arrived here last night from
the Meadow City.
Fitt Ross, who has been occupying
an office In the Arniljo block, has
removed to a ground floor office at 309
West Gold avenue.
Julia Garcia, 21, and Patroclna
23, were licensed to wed today
at the county clerk's office. Both
parties are from Martinez. N. M.
D. C. Hobart and son, E. N. Hobart,
are In the city, the former, from Silver City and the latter from Socorro.
The son is a student of the School of

FOR WOMEN
Patent Kid Shoes, dull tops, lace or button. .13.00 $3.50 $4.00 $5.00
Vlci Kid shoes, light or heavy lacs or button.... 230 3.00 3.50 5.00
1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50
Oongola Shoes, stylish, well wearing
Low shoes, dress slippers, high or medium heel. 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50

....ON THE....

'

FOR MEN

27, 1906.

OOC - WAN

. JACK

AND
fLUMBERS
TINNERS

AjenU:
Hercule

Winchester Arm and Ammunition,
Pawder tad High Explosives.

G&SS0
moutt rirat mtroot
lie.403,117.Nortm
ti3.dot.
rirtt etroot

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY

BRO., Frof.
BOARDING. 8TABLE

BAM BROOK

LIYERY AND
SADDLE HORSES

R.R.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

cKaTS0lll!,lIand Rooming House
mlU
"
kAuumuLu
n
c
u l. iilmul,
ucmni rrup.
line in.
pikj.
Auoclatlon Office
Trantaotlont
ACROSS
JUST
THE RAILROAD
Guaranteed
TRACKS ON EAST R. R, AVE.

SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
No. 112 John St. RQSENFIEl D'S,
Auo Phone 604.

I I

8 W. R. fi.

AV8.

New Building, New Furniture, Steam
Heat and Everything Connected
PEERLESS HOME-MADWith the Place Brand New.
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE,
STORE.
ROOMS BY DAY, WETK OR MONTH

FEE'S

EE

I

WILLIAM McirsTOSH. President

SOLOMON LL'NA,

T.

C. SEAD.

Treasurer and Maaa(er

THERE

BE
WILL
OYSTER
DRESSING ON THE BAKED CHICKEN AROUND AT THE COLUMBU8

Stout, tall, thin or short,
ycu are not so different in contour from any other
stout, tall, thin or short matt of the same chest
having reduced this
measurements.
similarity to a mathematical exactness, tailor
clothes that fit you, cloaking with clean cut style
your proportions, and averaging them up rather
than pointing them out. $15.00. $18.00. $20.00,
$22.50, up to $30.00 a suit.
I'.. I..
Stein-lMoc-

F"or the

FOR TOMORROW'S DINNER. ROAST
PORK WITH CRANBERRY SAUCE,
HOME
MADE
PICCALILLI AND
PUMPKIN
PIE WILL ALSO BE
AMONG THE GOOD THINGS

A big line of unredeemed overcoats
for sale cheap at Rosentleld's,
US
West Railroad avenue.

h,

W'A-ma'K-

N

NO SEED! NO
APPLES WITH
CORE! TREES FOR SALE.
N. W.
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.
Atk for JAFFm S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

c.

KREAl

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
MAHARAN, 516 WEST RAILROAD.
CLOTHE
YOUR FAMILY
FOR $1
PER WEEK.
o
Ttie Woman's Exchange Is the only
phice in the city, where you can ald
goods. Try our
ways buy
pica baked on paprus pin plates. Wo-

Best Line of

tef

V

STOVES'
In Albuquerque

See Ours

'
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home-cooke-

4- 4-
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man's Kxchange.

401

West Railroad

avenue.

cccc
AT
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ROOT

WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

nFFP

RlcB$3TOSN HARDWARE GO.
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